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THE HPL SUPPLEMENT NO. 3

is being'produced around the time of the second anniversary of its 
namesake, HPL; A Tribute to Howard Phillips Lovecraft published in ' 
March, 1972 by Meade & Penny Frierson, 3705 Woodvale Road, Birmingham, 
AL 35223 from which address the remaining few copies of the second 
printing thereof may be obtained for $4.50 (insurance included).

HPL fans have hear&ily taken to the idea of an amateur press association 
concerning Lovecraft and other weird writings. They are members (now 
39 strong) of Esoteric Order of Dagon, the sixth mailing of which 
should be out by the time this is read. Contact Roger Bryant, P0 Box 
919S, Akron OHIO 44320.

In the true spirit of the amateur press associations, one member has 
chosen not to offer his product for sale but likes to put it into 
the hands of those who are properly receptive. The magazine is The 
United Cooperative from R. Alain Everts. It is an attractive large 
publication, very artfully done. There is poetry by Roy M. Ivens; 
fine art from Jim Faulkenberg; a reprinting of a 1913 story by Hope 
Hodgson, "The Finding of the Graiken"; Evert’s essay on Hodgson’s 
physical culture school; book review by Evergs on the Elephant Man 
study by Ashley Montagu; a lot of poetry by divers hands.'However, 
as the Strange Company, Box 5571, Madison Wisconsin 53705, Everts 
offers some publications: ”In the Red Forest” by poet Georg 
Trakl (translated by Reinhold Kaebitzsch) for $1.50 in parchment or 
$1.00 blue paper; ’’White Marble”, a first book of poems by Kaebitzsch.. 
for $2; ’’White Poppies”, a first book of poems by Patricia Saunders; 
and two other poetry volumes of Kaebitzsch for $1.00 each. Other 
publications are scheduled. You might try writing with a SASE for a 
flyer or current status report. Evert’s access to a wealth of infor
mation on Lovecraft and other writers like Hodgson is formidable.

Our own publication for the apa is The Unnamable, copiesof which 
may remain available for a little while at 25c each.

There maybe a few readers who have not seized upon the new DAW paper
back (#91, 95/) called THE BURRCWERS BENEATH by Brian Lumley. It is 
an excellent Cthulhu Mythos tale with a definite science fictional 
slant (j'n his younger days - he’s not all that old,either - he was a 
science fiction fan). Buy lots of copies of this book so that DAW will 
rush the sequel (working title: THE TRANSITION OF TITUS'GROT) into 
print; Still expected is Lumley’s earlier Cthulhu novel, Beneath the 
Moors, from Arkham House.

There is much material to be presented, so we shall proceed forth
with:

* ' * LETTERS OF COMMENT *
Roger Bryant - Well, I’d think one could publish HPL’s anthology and 

# add story headings distilled from his remarks in letters, ajay and 
fanzines about the various stories and authors. Speak to Don Wollheim 
- maybe he’d be interested in publishing what would amount to a new 
Lovecraft book. Just think - ’’edited by H.P. Lovecraft”.

As I think I tried to say in my article for HPL, I don’t think 
the NECRGNOMIC ON had any one model, though I still feel the Picatrix 

(continued) 
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coincidences are startling. But I can’t prove HPL knew of Picatrix, 
whereas he certainly was familiar with these various European 
grimoires Simon talks about. Certainly Lovecraft borrowed from one 
or more of these in several instances. That doesn’t necessarily 
remove Picatrix and its contemporaries from consideration.

Barrett’s The Magus has been reprinted, by University Books 
in 1967= It’s a huge book ,costs $25 and is highly entertaining. 
Ranges on all subjects, from the sublime to the ridiculous. The 
section on ceremonial magic is pretty good, but as Simon says (ahem) 
Lovecraft probably never saw one, unless at one of those huge librar
ies with rare book collections. (Someone might check the cardfile at 
Brown. .. )

A much more likely source would be A.E. Waite’s THE BOOK OF BLACK 
MAGIC AND FACTS (1^9$) which went through several American editions. 
Lovecraft could easily have picked up this one, and since it gives 
lengthy quotes'(sometimes complete texts) from all these grimoires 
Simon mnetions, seems the perfect source for HPL’s background detail. 
That book, in a later larger edition titled THE BOOK OF CEREMONIAL 
MAGIC, is in print, also from University Books.

Darrell Schweitzer - It’s probably too late for extensive comments, 
but I will say that I greatly enjoyed the Wetzel story therein.’This 
kind of loving tribute, in which HPL & Co. appear as characters, or 
are referred to, is getting more common these days. Perhaps an enter
prising specialty publisher (like Jack Chalker)'should publish a 
collection of these. If anyone were interested, I’d edit the book 
myself and call it Lovecraftian Apocrypha. Any takers? (Really, I 
already have a tentative table of contents drawn up.)

As for this Cosmic Wonder business, I assume what is meant is ' 
the kind of view of things wherein Man is insignificant; meaningless, 
etc. This couldn’t have existed before the 19th century, because it 
was only with relatively modern advances in astronomy that we became 
aware of the real nature of the physical universe. When people thought 
of the universe as being mostly the earth, and perhaps a little sky 
above, and heaven for God to live in, that was fine, but when they 
saw that they were but a speck in an infinite universe of galaxies 
the size of which cannot truly be comprehended, well, then humanity 
was in for a shock. Perhaps the greatest philosophical importance of 
Lovecraft was the fact that he realized this. Many people can intell
ectually know that the universe was large, then put that knowledge 
aside and go on living in their man-centered world, but Lovecraft 
either could not or did not. Like only a few others, he felt the 
vastness of the cosmos and reacted with horror.(An opposite reaction 
is possible: men can dream of conquering that universe, which
would truly be a godlike feat).

Most people today ignore what astronomy has shown'them. All or
ganized religions do for the most part. If they didn’t, the question 
that theologians would be pondering would be the possibility of a 
personal god in a universe of such vastness. It would seem silly 
for a god who is greater than All to devote all his time or even a 
significant portion of it to the inhabitants of one tiny and imper
manent speck. Personal .gods who hear people’s prayers only work when
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Schweitzer (continued) - the earth is down here, heaven is up there, 
andk there is nothing Flse.

As for writers of Cosmic Wonder, I think some of Dunsany’s work 
makes’him qualify. The trivial role given to humanity in the early 
books, especially The Gods of Pegana is probably what made them appeal 
to Lovecraft. Fate and Chance play a game and whoever won goes to 
Mana x-food-Sus ha i arad claims creation as his prize. Fate, Chance, and 
the gods'all play with men and worlds, even though this is considered 
childish, and one day Mana-Yood-Sushai will awaken and rebuke them for 
it. What few men appear’in the first book and also in Time and the 
Gods are mostly prophets, all of whom turn out to be fools or frauds.

And on a similar line, there is a chapter in Cabell’s The Sliver 
Stallion which has a cosmic view. Donander, a Christian knight, is 
killed in battle and accidently taken by a Valkyrie to Valhalla. Later 
he meetss gods and goddesses who dwell above Valhalla and becomes the 
lover of a goddess. Again through a mistake he achieves this high 
cosmic role and becomes literally god over creation as we know it. 
Eventually, when the gods chide him for his childish prusuits with 
worlds, he wills all of them out of existence, in order to seem 
mature. Man then is but a plaything of immature gods.

Lastly, there is some of the cosmic view in the works of Arthur 
C. Clarke, who seems to have borrowed it from Wells and Stapledon. 
His is mostly the positive view (we can conquer it all) which.is 
sort of what Tierney calls step #2. See Against the Fall of Night and 
some of the short stories.

Frank Balazs - Ah...Lovecraft and Dunsany. The good Lord is one of my 
favorite fantasy writers and I gotta remember to ask an . English 
contact of mine to purchase some recently issued ’’autobiographies” 
and other stuff by him.

Kenneth Faig’s article was much more interesting to me than the 
one of his that appeared in Nyctalops #6. HPL’s early'life isn’t 
too interesting to me especially in such’family detail, but his opin
ions of weird fiction carried well. Now, all I have to do is read 
the fiction he thinks very highly . of. "The Willows" is truly . 
fantastic; I once heard a reading of it over WQXR, a classical music 
station owned by the NY Times. I didn’t realize who or what it was, 
but I turned off all my lights and just stayed on my bed letting my
self slip into the mood. The tale inspired me to pick up a collection 
of his stories and I’ve concluded that Blackwood is quite good. I just 
finished "Tge Black Seal" in the form it appears in The Three Imposters 
(don’t know how it differs from the story alone) and while I enjoyed 
it, the tale did not impress me greatly. It might be better left by 
itself, not in the context of a novel. Tierney talks about cosmic
centered and "The Willows" strikes me as that more than al most any 
story I have read. The only other story Z’ve read [of Lovecraft’s 
listing in HPL Supplement #2] is Poe’s (of course) and I must confess 
that his style puts me off rather successfully.

I suspect that "cosmic-centered" fiction is more dependent on 
the emotional"sense of wonder interaction (will someone please tell 
me what that gjeans?) than any other type of fiction. Let me try 
again: Cosmic-centered fiction is very much in the eye of the reader,
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Balazs (continued) - in i?he interactions of what the story creates in 
the imaginations of its reader. On the other hand, maybe I don’t 
know what Tierney really means, as neither H.G. Wells or H.P. Love
craft has done this to me very often. I haven’t read much.of Hodgson 
or Wandrei, but Boats by Hodgson truly evoked these "cosmic” feelings 
in me. I can’t wa§t to read The, Night Land. Thus, I suggest that it 
isn’t so much the floundering of an author as the non-interaction of 
reader and writing, which might evoke the "cosmos" in one but not in 
another. ’

There is this strange little book, The Pendragon.Legend, by Antal 
Szerb, that really has a little bit of everything in it and one portion * 
of it really evoked my sense of the "cosmic".

THE COSMIC SENSE - continued 
by W .S . Home

Tierney errs in excluding Edgar Allen Poe from among the writers 
gifted with cosmic vision, or sense, and remarking that he remained 
essentially earthbound.... Had it not been for Poe’s’ swelling sense. of 
an infinite, infinitely mysterious, unhuman cosmos, it is doubtful 
whether the concept would have caught on in literature until a vastly 
later date. Withbut him there would almost certainly have been no 
list for Tierney to make.

The reason for his omission is that American publishers almost 
never print "Eureka", the long cosmic-philosophical work which in 
Europe is regarded as his greatest work. It reveals Poe not only as 
a serious thinker (others of his hastily-written essays make him 
appear superficial) and one dealing constantly with the enormously 
widening vistas of the universe.' The influence of such think
ing is clearly traceable in his fiction, which moves steadily through 
the steps of depersonalization which necessarily follow on.the 
movement of the human image out of the centre of the cosmic picture - 
the fading away of human emotions, moral judgments} etc., whcih accom
pany it. So many of his narrators are indifferent, detached, record
ing the most monstruous crimes or' ‘ _ stupendous violations of nature 
with comparative calm, dispassion, their minds absorbed on greater 
targets or goals. Then landscapes come to dominate, overwhelm, and 
finally absorb and destroy their hapless narrators, who are borne 
on currents, whirpools or the fixations of madness into a spinning 
abyss in which all humanity is submerged in the stupendous grandeur 
(without emotions - horror’) of a massive cosmos ("Pym", "Usher", 
"Maelstrom", "MS in a Bottle"). When this moved him to dispense with 
the human race altogether, he did not flinch. The last three "angel
ic conversations", "Eiros and Charmion" and the others, deal with a 
period in which the earth is dead amd all its inhabitants resorbed 
into the fundamental stuff Of the universe, without commitment or 
regret on the part of the narrators. Even before this Poe had dis
pensed with the paltry human observer altogether while dealing with y 
giant, unvisited, unviewed ramparts beneath the sea or beyond the 
worlds ("Al Aaraaf", "Dreamland", "City Beneath the Sea’") - a slight 
step, this dropping of the human observer, from having dropped all 
the human emotional-moral aspects or concepts of the material matrix 
observed. ■

(continued)
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Home on Cosmic Wonder continued)

Poe did not carry the final step of dealing with vast stretches 
of empty space purely in his own lifetime, though what might ulti
mately have become pf the narrator in his unfinished story ’’The Light
house” - who was removed from all other humanity on a tempestuous 
island where ' he seems to have had fears that the lighthouse and
perhaps the island itself were likely to be borne away in some titan
ic tempest - we will never know; probably Shiel, in ’’Dark Lot of One 
Saul”, suggests a probablp outcome. But his asides and conclusions 
in ’’Eureka” show that the question was very much in his mind.

The angels of the last stories, who neither remember clearly 
nor care very deeply for the forgotten planet of their'origin, invoked 
poems by Baudelaire and Charles Leconte de Lisle which, picking up 
where Poe left off, sketch . in a completely dehumanized cosmos. In 
"Soivet Seclum”, de Lisle wipes the earth and its ' sister planets 
off altogether and brews new worlds from their mash in the vats of 
space. At the height of his powers in many poems, including "Qain" 
and "L’astre rouge” he deals with the vastness of space and stars 
in a way which evokes awe on the part of the reader but suggests 
none on the part of the author; Baudelaire tried this in some of 
his prose poems but not, oddly, in the metrical ones. Sully Prudhomme 
achieved at least one excellent poem in this line. The French invari
ably express their admiration'for "Eureka” and their comprehension 
of the meaning of Poe’s works, which so slowly filtered back to, 
English-speaking writers; early American critics who tried to dis
tinguish between Poe’s delineation of crime and Hawthonne’s of sin 
had to be shown by foreigners that Poe was - dealing with some
thing vaster, with nothing moral or human at all. * With him the 
line of division comes. Allan Tate points out, "The great mythol
ogies are populous worlds, but a cosmology need have nobody in it." 
After Poe the horrible emptiness of infinity was upon us.

Contemporaneously with him the English novellist Edward Bulwer- 
Lytton modified the old traditional supernatural forces into cosmic 
entities or intelligences beyond the reddy ability of the human mind 
to conceive. - and perhaps should also be included among the writers 
with a cosmic sense. Bothering with nothing so minor as an anthro
pomorphic monster, he invoked animosities vaster.*, than mountains - 
”a gigantic shadow brooding over the crater of Vesuvius" - "a watcher 
at the threshold" - a lurker between dimensions. How much he owes 
to the grimoires, especially those of Eliphas Levi, on which he 
spent so much study is hard to say; there is not much in them which 
would lead to his enormous creations. But certainly he owed nothing 
to any other writer before him unless it was indeed Poe

Probably one of the purest visions of the "magnitude of ghastli
ness” is to be found in Thomas Hardy’s otherwise melodramatic ’’Two 
on a Tower" and with it a general awareness of the superhuman immen
sity of being seems to have filtered generally into serious fiction. 
But by that time Poe’s influence was well entrenched and was even 
working its way back into English-language literature from the French. 
It is doubtlessly Bulwer-Lytton, however, who led to the clear articu
lation of extranormal intelligences by Hodgson -especially in ”33he 
Hog", "House on the Borderland” and "The Night Land". Even the Far- 
seeing Fat Frump appears to have borrowed much of her impact from him.

(continued)
- ' ■' •
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Home (continued.) ' ' '
Subsequently, Olaf Stapledon, in his rare, inspired moments, 

mostly in "Starmaker", exposes such cosmic vastness and'a familiarity 
with a multiplicity of unhuman stars, worlds, and races, without any 
of the human bias, adequately to qualify for a phase of the cosmic 
sensitivity - something I blieve his fellow socialist H.G. Wells 
was much too earthbound ever to achieve (consider the ridiculous 
letdown of "Star-Begotten" and similar prole-pushing works). Isolated 
wo'rks by other writers have also revealed something of the same, 
sometimes (as HPL ' ’ believed the case with Hodgson) to such
a degree as to grow almost beneath the author’s touch.

E. HOFFMAN IRICE - 7/23/73

Thank you for HPL SUPPLEMENT #2. The HPL biographical sketches which 
have appeared in yours and in other publications indicate that a 
great deal of serious research has been carried on. I am grateful 
to those who have worked so diligently. The examples of good work 
and good presentation are somewhat too numerous to permit me to 
mention names, since through inadvertence or ignorance I am all too 
likely to omit one or more researchers well worthy of appreciation.

I am also interested in the survey directed toward a reasonably 
accurate summing up of HPL’s outstanding favorites in the fantasy 
field. A collection, such as was tentatively proposed, would be 
valuable. I am'not a collector, and certainly not a "f.dn" . Writing 
was my business, it was work,. The pursuit of the writing craft 
allowed me little time for the work of my contemporaries, except 
under unusual circumstances -'for example, when W.K. Mashburn and I 
were neighbors in New Orleans, I was morelikely to read one of his 
yarns than those of other writers. Exchanges of letters with 
Robert E. Howard and Clark Ashton Smith made it more important for 
me to read their works' than those of others of equal merit. Thus, 
I missed a great deal!

The Arkham anthologies are valuable in offering me, years too late, 
SKULL FACE & OTHERS, JUMBEE and WEST INDIA LIGHTS - reprint collec
tions such as those of Mirage and the Panther paperback books, and 
the forthcoming Carcosa collection of Manly Wade Wellman, recent 
Arkham publications - all combine to fill the gap caused by preoc- ' 
cupation with my own work. 'Thus, I have samples of Jack Williamson, 
Edmond Hamilton, C.L. Moore, Seabury Quinn, Frank Belknap Long- 
and, a local dealer informs me that he is offering Carl Jacobi and 
Donald Wandrei anthologies, distinguished comrades of long ago.

What I am leading up to is that in your tentative tabulation, there 
are stories whose titles have lingered in my memory. Each I’d. like 
to read, or re-read. I’ll not quibble about what I consider the k
artificially created distinction between "literary” yarns and the 
outstanding works of the good writers of the warly years of WEIRD 
TALES. To decide that "So-and-so" was "literary" and "Such & Such" < 
was "mere entertainment", ,i.‘s premature.

Centuries are required for the survivorship which indicates that 
such terms as "literary" and "great" are meaningful instead of 
bordering on the juvenile! To swamp our contemporaries, and the 
good operators of a generation or two senior to us, with such grandi
ose terms is fluttfery-enthusiasm.
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E. Hoffman Price (continued)

In one of his letters, Robert E. Howard dismissed with Conanesque 
sweep quite a few of the Big Names of his day and declared that of 
the entire pack only Jim Tully would endure. Some of us were 
Tully-aware in 1931-32 and then....when did you last hear the name 
mentioned? How often do you re-read an author?

For night'unto 70 years I havebeen re-reading, in a browsing way, 
The ILIAD, the ODDYSEY - and for almost as long Book XXI'of IE MORTE 
D’ARTHUR - and'in the day before yesterday of my reading, how often ' 
I have re-read, from start to finish, that fascinating Chinese novel, 
SIX CHAPTERS OF A FLOATING LIFE - a fragment, since only five ’’chap
ters” remain.

In these re-readings, I have generation after generation of predecess
ors. Otherwise, there could not, would not be today’s paperback 
reprints.

Are any of the above, and numerous others I might add to the list, 
really ’’literary” or ’’literature” and are the author’s ’’great”? With 
words so lavishly bandied about, in relation to craftsmen not yet 
proven by time’s inexorable judgment, I prefer not to smear my favor
ites with words cheapened'by overuse. All I will say is, "Whether 
they’re great or literary, those writings and their authors have been 
the durable companions of many generations ”

HPL’s reasons for exalting those he deemed "literary” and downplaying 
and disparaging himself and his pulp contemporaries are not relevant 
as far as I’m concerned. I dp suggest,'however, that HPL’s eyes would 
widen and he’d sit, gaping for a moment, if he knew that not only are 
his letters, and his'self-disparaged fiction, treasured in universit
ies other than Brown, but that the "papers” and pulp published works 
of quite a few of his contemporaries have been accumulated. I must 
abstain from name dropping - yet I assure you that two outstanding 
educational institutions are carrying on a contest for the "papers” 
of a living. ’ pulp writer.

What was once three terraces lower than pornography is now sought 
as an "American expression”, to mangle, out of context, the words of 
yet another of the curators of Piss, who are looking for collections 
of the "papers” of pulpists still living.

Let’s have the proposed anthology - and arrange the contents alpha
betically or according to length or any way you please except "liter
ary" vs. "pulp”. ■ . . ■ ■ (.

Safari’s end found me (June 26) weary and happy. I'could write a 
page or more of the fine days spent in Chapel Hill, N‘.C. with the 
Carcosa folks, Karl Edward Wagner, Manly Wade Wellman, and their 
friends. If the first Carcosa venture (the Wellman collection) breaks 
even, I have a date, 1975, for an autographing party in Chapel Hill 
of my proposed volume of fantasy and "exotic adventure” Hope to see 
you then...meanwhile, I Bow Three Times.

[We very much look forward to it and my aunt, who has since moved 
back to Nashville, sends her fondest regards.]
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FRANK BELKNAP LONG

I’m writing at once to express my delight with HPL Supplement No.2 
because if I don’t two or three weeks could go by - I’ve been under 
terrific pressure from 333 difffernt directions - and in view of the 
pleasure this supplement has given me such a delay would have been 
unforgivable.

Let me say that I thought the contributions of both Faig and Tierney 
outstanding. Faig, I would say, is the most scholarly and thorough 
of all the new group of young writers who have flocked to the Love- 
craftian banner with its'dark Cthulhuian insignia. His approach is 
dispassionately literary, as it should be, and not ’’cult figure” 
oriented, and that is extremely important. He has done a great deal 
of sound research in the field, and there is still a vast need for 
scholarly research. No one could have known Howard quite as well as 
I did, for my file of correspondence with him - no longer jn my 
possession - almost had to be the largest on record. But I’m con
stantly encountering hitherto unexplored aspects of his life and 
writings which surprize me. .

In analyzing the element of the totally cosmic in literature Tiernwy 
has displayed qualities of intellectual and aesthetic discernment 
of a very high order. It almost tempts me to sit down and pound 
off a few thousand words on the same theme. But it’s a theme that 
requires much more than mere typing ability - without straining mod
esty I think I can say ‘L’m probably the fastest * one-finger 
typist in America - and‘it’S'one of those things I shall have to 
postpone for some later date, when the dust of the tumult which is 
presently engulfing me settles.

For now, just two brief comments and elucidations. Arthur Louis 
Joquel II states that he will deal with HPL’s reason for surpressmg 
the truth about John Dee’s English translation of the Necronomicon. 
He can’t possibly know the real reason, for I invented this trans
lation and placed it at the head of ’’The Space Eaters” where it can 
be found in the original WEIRD TALES version. It was later dropped, 
at my request, from the MAGAZINE OF HORROR, Arkham House and 
recent Ballantine paperback;": reprints. When it appeared, HPL feared 
- and later I did also - that I hadn’t actually invented it and that, 
in some quite terribig way, the existence of that volume entered my 
consciousness in dreams. Add since the central character of the 
’’Space Eaters” is Howard himself, he quite naturally blame me for 
creating a translation of the Necronomicon which contains three 
paragraphs absent from the Arabian text, passages which - but that is 
better left unsaid.

All of this came as a complete surprise to Lin Carter, when I discussed 
it with him at a meeting of the Trap Door Spiders in Queens ten days 
ago. (DeCamp was also present. He invited me in fact...as a guest _ 
speaker. He showed me a copy of the'just-published Necro volume which 
sells for $30. After glancing at it. I’m sure I resembled the char
acter on the cover of Supplement j^2) In his ’’Look Behind the Cthulhu 
Mythos" he credits HPL with dreaming up the Dee translation. The 
blame rests entirely on my head.

Sonny Simon’s occult erudition leaves me gasping. But I’m afraid he 
has okimbed far out on a shaky limb that the surviving members of the
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Frank Belknap Long (conti nue d)

Lovecraft Circle - and there are still a few of us left - could saw 
off very quickly. (The wild surmise: "HPL may have been the kind of 
person who is dependent on the idiom of magic for personal con
trol dilemmas.” is as far-out, as wide of the mark as one can get. 
He resorted to no support idioms of any nature - outside of a few 
very realistic ones that are universal in all of us). The one thing 
that Howard would never have done - well, I can no more picture 
him so much as bending and tracigg a Cabbalistic circle on the floor 
with a piece of chalk, even whimsically and half in jest, than I can 
imagine him draped across a bar in the last stages of alcoholic stu
por. It would have struck at something basic in his nature - his 
integrity as a wholly rational, materialistic thinker. Yeats could 
be both a major poet and an over-credulous believer in dark magical 
practices. But never Howard. As for what that doctor friend of 
Loveman told him, according to Grill - I can only say that it is not 
.■ unusual, for an'aging physician to become a little • soft in the 
head. Incidentally, I had many long talks with Grill before his 
untimely death. Collecting Lovecraftia was the central interest of 
his rather lonely, not very happy life.

So many most unusual fan and semi-professional and entirely profession
al publications devoted to HPL, CAS and the entire realm of the weird 
have appeared in the past two years that if you lumped all of them 
together they would constitute an important and impressive_literary 
phenomenon, on a national-interest scale. Some of it is kid stuff, 
of course, but a great deal of it is just the opposite.

When HPL received that short'story collectffion rejection from Putnam 
in 1931, which Faig mentions, I had just received one from Bobbs- 
Merrill. It came very close to acceptance. The letter contained 
two paragraphs of high praise, but they said there was just a little 
too much sameness about the stories. Couldn’t I send them a collect
ion a little more variegated? I never did follow up on that very 
promising suggesting - I’fa not sure why. It was a mistakb not to 
have done so.

Randy Everts is right im contending that Howard wasn’t as prudish 
as is commonly assumed. In fact, he wasn’t prudish at all. But he 
was puritanic, which in many ways is • quite a different thing. The 
early New England Puritans were the opposite of prudes - could be 
candid, even coarse, in the realm of sex. Prudery as we know it 
today, largely, came in with the Victorians. It constituted a 
Victorian hang-up and Howard loathed everything Victorian. This is 
historically indisputable. But Randy is wrong in suggesting that ' 
Howard posed as a prude. Deliberate posing was alien to his nature, 
as I pointed out in the Interview. His iBth century enthusiasms were 
not a pose. With some it could well have been a pose, but not 
with the old gentleman from Providence Plantations.

I’m sure old Mrs. Brundage’s drawings merely caused him to
chuckle with wry amusement. He thought them commercially shoddy 

and flamboyant, but he never would have dreamed'of tearing off the 
covers of WT. He knew ghat, as a pulp magazine, the total absence 
of such covers would have cut WT’s circulation in half. He could even 
stretch his ingrained puritanism far enough to read many books which 
transferred to the screen today would be X-rated.
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A NIGHTMARE SUFFERED AFTER LEARNING OF HPL’S DEATH 

by Donn Brazier

HPL died March 15, 1937- At that time I was a college sophomore and 
had been reading science fiction and fantasy for not quite three years. 
My appetite for all branches of imaginative literature was insatiable, 
for I bought all the current and back issues of every magazine obtain
able, even such titles as DIME MYSTERYj TERROR TALES and the like. The 
writings of Lovecraft, had me under his spell, and I was one of those 
readers who found the NECRONOMICON so convincing that like ’’many a 
librarian and many a bookdealer... called upon to supply copies’’ [Aug
ust Derleth, HPL:A MEMOIR, p.72] I searched'in vain for the book. 
Several years later, in my fanzine FRONTIER, I told the story of this 
search and reproduced the scraps of paper I carried to the'libraries - 
the scrap of paper with Necronomicon and its author’s name, Abdul 
Alhazred, written nn it.

No author of the time or preceding HPL could consistently suspend-my 
disbelief as well as the Master, and I include comparisons to Poe, 
Machen, Blackwood. I remember well the actual physical shock that 
came coldly up the back of my neck at the stunning conclusion of 
’’The Statement of Randolph Carter’’. I described this physical shock 
to one of my correspondents at the time it happened and he wrote 
back: ’’You must be kidding?” Please believe me. I was not kidding 
then and I am not kidding now;‘I make this cl .ear to you because the 
nightmare I am about to relate, as best I can, really happened. It is 
not a product of the ridiculous ’’barbeque” side of my personality.

Before I can'describe the nightmare, however, I must bring up one' 
other matter, now that I’ve made my position known about HPL, who, 
for many years, was named when anyone asked me who my favorite author 
was. This other matter is my instinctive attraction to things Arabic/, 
A Moorish arch, amber lights shining'in heavy chandeliers, incense 
pots, flames flickering in a brazier, the wailing call from the top 
of a minaret - things like these quickened (and still do) some inner- 
familiarity and delight. Perhaps, had the NECRONOMICON been written 
by a German, say, I would not have been so taken with this aspect of 
HPL’s work.

The night following the arrival of news that HPL had died, I suffered 
a terrible and mysterious nightmare.'Some elements of it show the 
influence of the Arab Abdul Alhazred, but for the rest, who knows?

The dream was short and vivid, and in color. H. P. Lovecraft sat on 
a giant throne; he, himself, was magnified to fit the throne which 
filled half the sky. The sky was black. Red flames of fire blazed 
around and upward, roaring, intermittently concealing Lovecraft, who 
sat immobile on the throne, his arms on the armrests. He wore Arabic 
clothing, and his robes were burning. His face was impassive..;he paid 
no attention to the flames, whose heat I could feel.

I was an observer to this tableau, yet I took no part in the proceed 
ings and was simply there watching. I was horrified but could only- 
watch. Then came the most'amazing thing: across the black sky above 
the throne and extending to each side there appeared fiery Arabic 
letters. -^hree words were formed.. And I could read them?

(continued)
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Nightmare (cont inued)

In my dream I told myself how odd it was I could read Arabic and re
solved to reveal the hidden knowledge revealed to me when I would 
awaken. I woke pp, the memory of those fiery words - and they 
appeared - still in my mind. But I had lost their meaning’ I said 
to myself, get up and draw those letters on paper, but I knew that 
in the morning I . would be able to do it. When morning came, I 

, could not. Still for 37 years I have carried the nightmare and now 
tell it for the first time.

■ _________________________________________

BROTHER IN DAMNATION
By William Scott Home

Singing bitterly the blade spun out one final glissando on the 
whetstone and was set beside the others, streaked and keen, to termin
ate a sentence of polished steel.

With pinched brows he bent over his instruments - scalpels, 
razors, scissors, clamps and an umber tannic paste in a beaker, test
ing the edges of the blades already glazed with honing, the alco- 
hol-bathed metal arctic to his touch. Finishing, his forehead 
flattened.

)•

Three lamps in a triangle overhead bleached out all the shadows 
on the desk; a stainless steel tray gleamed before him. Critically, 
he surveyed the immaculate geometry of the implements and consulted 
the punctilious face opposite his, itself faced with an identical 
rank of instruments, ^he two, whose every nuance was in concert, 
agreed, nodding through the frame; their movements were the controlled 

intolerant gestures of the perfectionist.

He glanced not at the clock but at a concave . slab of polished 
obsidian which mirrored the powdering of stars beyond the skylight, 
noting with satisfaction that a certain cloudy constellation was 
about to touch the groove which bisected the dish. Pulling up 
a stool he seated himself and adjusted the lamp; his partner did 
the same.

After considering . the scalpels he selected a large one and 
drew the tray beneath him. Like shy lovers the two faces drew close 
without touching. He stuck out his tongue; the opposite eyes dropped 
to appraise it stonily. With his left hand he grasped the tongue 
and pulled it out; with the right he set the scalpel down on its 

, surface, well back, and with a few swift horizontal strokes sliced 
it off. As it dropped into the tray he dabbled the tannic paste over 
the red stump between his teeth. Spitting the residual blood into the 
sink he examined the stump with a prove; apparently he had removed 
the greater bulk; his forehead relaxed again.

He turned his face right to three-quarters view and with the 
same scalpel'cut'quickly through the joint of his left ear and 
dropped that,too, in the tray. The speed and evenness with which 
the blade swam throggh flesh and gristle was a mollifying reward 
for the hours of careful nurture expended on it.
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Brother in Damnation (Home) - continued

He repeated the operation on the right, stanching both again _ 
with the cedar-scented paste. The room began to smell like « sawmill,

-Another - sharp downward sweep, and.his nose fell into the 
tray, now awash with blood. For a minute his face turned right and 
left in small degrees, flawlessly mimicked by his twin. He drew up 
one pantleg and examined the calf; carefully, so as to spill nothing, 
lowered the tray to the floor; and flexing his leg so as to swell 
the rather thin muscle to maximum bulk he shaved off a sizehble 
slice, hastily damming the gout of blood which overflows d the tray. _

He tipped the excess into the sink and examined the amputated 
pieces thoughtfully. His eyes walked the length of his body;
then he brought up his left hand, fingers extended. With a pair of 
bone shears he deliberately snipped them off, one by one, though 
allowing, as his thumb fell beside the rest, a sudden wince at some

. small but impeding thoughtlessness. Again he swabbed the raw
•pores with the muddy compound.

■ While he boned the fingers with a thin scalpel he twisted under 
the handicap of one hand’s limits. By lodging them against the walls 
of the tray he managed to hemove enough flesh, morsel by morsel, to 
pick out fairly clean bone, which he dropped in a porcelain dish, 
^e breathed out heavily: again the hard-won edge of his blades had 
relieved him of a tedious operation.

A gentle tapping detonated panic: the tight’circle of his 
features burst. The windows were blank and dark, the door still. 
His pupils rose quizzically, then fell to the floor. The stanching ’ 
paste was, of course, only partly effective on suchmassive apertures, 
and the red sweat, already streaking and blotting his clothes,
was dripping in a steady stream from his heel to the floor. He .
shrugged and returned firmly to his work, resolute beyond distraction.

He dropped the bones into a blandly blank machine, closed the
lid and flicked the switch, and a rutted grinding, like the spilling
of gravel, ensued.. It settled out to a sanding hum within a minute, 
and he removed a coarse pink powder from the bottom of the instru
ment .

He poured the contents of the tray into a. narrow glass vase, 
discarding the overflow of liquid blood; the greater part now. 
was viscous with clots. This he fitted tightly on another motor; 
again a switch whipped up a sullen whirring, easing to a smooth un
varied purr. A thick redpulp, empty of solid fragments, stirred 
pudding-like beneath his fingers when he removed the vase. -

Opposite him shadow invaded the light behind his imitator; tepid 
breath on his own neck warned of a similar unseen bulk at his elbow. 
1he newcomer took from his pocket a sealed flask and cracked its 
neck on the tabletop. Stirring, he poured it in. the blender vase. 
It did not thin the‘mixture,’but darkened what it touched ;stirred 
through, the colour, texture, and odour of the contents evaded com
parison.

(continued)
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Brother in Damnation (continued)

The movements of both men then evidenced the need for haste. 
They dumped the now cohensive mass into a dish and each, using only 
his right hand, began to knead and cup it. It was gelling, and held 
the shape of their fingers imposed; within a minute they had 
formed*the rough figure of a crouching quadruped the'size of a table 

, figure, smoothing everywhere . except on the face, which still 
quivvered rough and featureless.

With a portable burner the substance, was fired, fiercely, 
on all sides. The blue flames struck and bounced, enveloping it 
in a cold aurora; a jasper-like sheen replaced the dullness it had 
been born with. The flames were cut, and a probing forefinger con
firmed the stony solidity. But despite the vagrant scintillae of 
light the material had cast back at them during its shaping it was 
note an utter, unyiwlding black.

. ' " ' * I

The second man wrapped it carefully in folds of yellow silk 
and pocketed it. He put a note on the table and went quietly to the 
door. The note carried only a time, a date (one week from that day) 
and an address.

The man remaining sat stiffly in duplicate, ignoring the red 
dishware around him. The door shut and the receding steps dissoved 
into.- silence. As they faded the statuelike rigidity of the man’s 
face evaporated;-the stellar detachment was pushed aside by a . 
personality which leapt up suddenly behind the wide pupils. Ignoring 
now its still faithful mimic in the mirror, the.mutilated face 
twisted into that contortion'of features which delineates.nothing 
other than extruciating pain, and the building began to ring with 
his screams.

#
He refused to force his hands - either the painful relict or 

the one still his birthright - through the red clouds of pain to 
seize his proper memory, so as he lay there he was subjected to 
the inquisitorial agony of his memories lapping him spontaneously 
out of the ’ burning mist. This unbearable body was no more his 
than the room in which he writhed; only his memories still held him 
umbilically to this world and to any name, but like a trapdoor, 
ready to pull away any minute and precipitate him headlong into a 
bottomless shaft. So, not wilfully but with the ' ’ animal re
flex such vertigo evokes, he reached for and clung to them .

They fragmented soggily in his grasp. Pieces and deeply-shadow
ed eidola of memory, the graph of metabolic life, bobbed against'him... 

/ but they were patterns of a'subtly different brain - not his own, 
sculptured by days of study, scribbling, the boggled deciphering of 
dead languages - the forgotten, forbidding tongues of an obscure 
history unwanted by sunlight...lucifugous literatures hinting and 
implying with maddening lacunae...the exciting search - it glowed 
still through this searing haze - grown more distinct and directed 
as it was pursued, the hints falling into place as book after book 
sailed beneath his fingertips - a mosaic revealing its hidden por
traits...old hieroglyphs and modern conundra, the murmur of suppressed 
genes moulded by jungles of lightning and ice...
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Brother in Damnation (continued)
extinct 

stage,
He could remember no clear syllable from the hiss of 

conversations. a chain of whispers which had led, stage oy 
to new faces, new books, new initiations. ..to P^ces 1^®^® d
travellers’ circuit, chambers and crypts where few feet had steppea X thlcen^ies/.and above all, the expectancy, linked and wound 
through it all, finally branching and blossoming on their nourish
ment like the tree of knowledge itself. (And he'had mintaken 
mirap-e for the original).' The chain of whispers, passing irom one “aS throat to “he next, linked, finally, to'the whispering’of a 
motor on that'noctural drive into the Pedregal, and the house, apart 
from the rest, which crouched over the jagged lava, a ^ouse of gr j 
stone blocks itself, fitting no sunborn symmetry.

There was an exchange of greetings which was babel to all but 
' '’ 1 men on earth, the ' thrill of knowing mmsen

centuries-resistant council. _
■ * urine-amber gleam of the eyes suggested 
than his - own in names and formulae, incenses 
tones, metals and dusts... A hazy passageway 
that red and black room where flames burned at 
floor, that cavity in a dying man’s dream from 

leaving only himself and the opposite one..

two or three hundred
among the elect, the 
darting looks or the 
any deeper immersion 
and herbb, drugs and 
of words led down to

Nothing in the

a sharp angle to the
which the others withdrew, leaving only hlmseit ana une oppug^ 
As he entered this new space, he realized that the whole geometry 
through which the perpetually peregrine molecules of his body found 
their courses had been radically changed, and in the minute before 
this changed for ever what hte had been he shivered with the Queasy 
realization that this was not the hour of commitment - that was past - 
but of assumption: that the cruelty, blasphemy, and perversion he 
had expected to revel in were not even child’s play to this physical 
adunation with evil - not crime, not sin, , not wrong or selfishne o - 
but absolute cosmic evil, the essence of flowers singing strange_ 
songs; of stones hatching - when in all his research, the pursuit 
of all the'thrills he had sought and obtained, he had never really, 
integrally, expected that a reality waited, that there was indeed 
a passageway between the realities....

The chamber was of unfaced, unplaned black tufa; overhead hhe, 
halves of the ceiling pitched steeply to a grotesque angle. Around 
the lower walls were drapes of scarlet and jet; a carved altarstone, 
impressed in the centre, and a dais, all of porous black lava, occu
pied the floor. Between the flames, the ripple of the draperies, 
and the tilt of the small figure, like a varnished bloodclot, which 
somehow occupied space over the black dais, he could assume only 
that gravity was among the u " props which had been removed for 
the occasion. That figure might have been a sphinx had it had any
thing but rough anonymity for a face.

%

The door was closed, sealed outside with.an archaic sign 
stamped in red wax. Words, more and more alliterative, had l^ced 
him into a rigid posture, facing the other figure. With a shock 
he found that they were coming out of his own mouth; the other only 
underscored with a muttering.

continued
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Brother in- Damnation (continued)

His muscles stretched (he quailed from noticing that his arm in 
fact was not raised), his wrist pricked; a few ' drops of his blood 
fell (horizontally?) to the blank form of the figure.

Then under the red film it was no’longer blank. His reason tried 
desperately to rule; do not look - but, overwhelmed by circumstance 
(the fundamental defect of the warm-blooded brain) was forced to
echo instead: do not believe. The reddened head began to quiver, . 
assuming an expression without features or stability. A slow obblig
ato' of sounds ran alongside, the articulations of the figure beside * 
him, but without coherence; suddenly it panted in a contorted ecstasy, 
face grimacing but strengthened with the power of pleasure, as with 
the lusted-for pain of a long-awaited defloration.

As the face swirled it might from moment to moment have been 
some familiar humanoid sphinx-face, but this was dfcowned by a torrent 
of others.' He was facing down, or'out, into a whirlpool - two _ 
whirlpools, side by side - boiling, convoluting redness, whose fiery 
streamers each funnelled into a point, a simple point which sucked 
his brain into numbing horror. Just as vertigo coopered him the 
spinning cone fanned out blossomlike, lapsed into new clarity, and a 
different image, indescribable except as old, misshapen, and remote, 
slowly settled into focus on the toylike figure. As a face it was 
neither malign nor conscious. Despite a few parallels of feature, 
it was not earthly ®t all. And from this realization he found no 
exit.

Absorbed in this freezing transformation he had forgotten the 
other. This figure was watching him without either kinship or even 
the foul joy he had brought into the room, staring blankly from his 
dark hood as if past consummation. The flames had dimmed.

He knew sudden panic even as his body grew more diffuse and 
autonomous. He knew he could not stand silent if left in the dark 
with this mumbling man and protean carving. Beginning for one is con
clusion for another...

He could not turn his head.The eyes of the sphinx-face were open.

As the pupil-less voids sank to rest on him it was as though ' 
the walls, house, Pedregal, and city itself had suddenly vapourized, 
leaving him face to face with the hopeless dark abyss of space, a 
cordillera of galaxies and two huge planets, two. smouldering furnace
flakes in the'distance, gyrating in time, but slowly moving nearer, 
more distinct, huge and terrible. A thundering like the growl of 
bursting worlds and a new domdaniel yawned out there, red now, lined 
with the erupting javelins of gleaming fangs. It too grew, absorbed 
the surrounding space, consumed the night to become his entire sensi- 
f atrium.

Two bobbing comets and this great gape joined and nibbled time, 
sped down a corridor of diminution straight toward him, while eggs 
of fire, globes of iridescent jelly, frothed titanically, rolling 
against the stars - something was missed - some word or syllable, 
some gesture - thought - some molecule gone awry, still faithful to 
hhe legal universe he had left - and stripped him naked to the rending
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Brother in Damnation (continued) ——————■ ■ /
claws of the Black Half.

In the mindless desperation of fear, the million-year spir oi 
the flat-footed primate, he swung his fists and screamed. Although 
in the transformed space he occupied both acts had unrecognizable 
manifestations, through the oppressing cosmos which was upon him 
a tinkling or splintering was as clearly audible as his heart-con
cussions. Then he felt only the gyrating stone, cold despite the 
closeness of the yellow mouth telescoping toward’him, lightness 
through his brain still somehow located the eyes, the yawn - no 
sensation in his flesh at all but rather less, his persona threaten
ing to leave his body like an evacuated sponge.

He had felt as though he were being sucked into a black vacuum; 
when the hallucinations and nausea faded he could only reel back nc 
fhrth, adjusting slowly to a snarling of imprecations on a plane 
he could handle, if not understand. His mind.clearing, he found the 
smashed image of the eburion sphinx deliquescing on the floor - and 
accepted the howling of the foam-mouthed • man ^fore him, the am^ 
phous ululations of a tongueless mute, whose whole body shook on the 
brink'of disintegration, hands clenched before his own face, on 
whole, the other fingerless; and the earless, noseless face, its 
mask fallen - though there was no mask on the tloor.

Then a note. How had he got it? Had it been handed to him as 
he had left? Had he gone throhgh the door - taken one step back imo 
his proper allocation of space-time? Could he possibly have gone 
out of that horror-chamber quietly, peacefully, accepting his i c 
the door - ”Yes, indeed, most delightful” - just as he had sat, pre
cise and deliberate, dismembering his own body tonight. ^he 
had carried a time, date and place - this hour, this day, this address.

That he survived was a mockery ' of the word. Survival in the 
flesh and with the blood he had lent for an incredible purpose to an 
unconceivable creature; kin and progenitor by this flesh and blood 
to one of the oldest and most masterful of all the billowing blasph
emies in the universe - linked to it brain to brain, bound heartbeat 
to heartbeat - wondering how his own remaining parental plasm wou 
respond to each tide and ebb, each incarnation and ecdysm, the invo
cation and rilling of stranger’s blood, bringing down the ingeny oi 
the monster into this host, this sacrifice of his own generation In 
what realm of unending nightmare would he struggle while his ilesh 
was occupied? How could he be sure of reclaiming his own when it was 
over? 1

He, who unlike those ministering in the red and black bubble_ 
out of space has no devotee, in actually had neither thirst nor 
strength for supercerebral ’ ‘ ' knowledge and supercarnate powei,
with blood oozing from ten disfiguring mutilations and pain 
ing every sound and action - he who had once dreamt of the delectable 
quickening intimation of the unfearable unknown, the substitute °£g 
asm of forbidden revelation, feeling with the orthodox ^at the whoie 
construction of good and evil was measured to the palm of his hand, 
confined in the arch of his skull - could only puzzle now, trying to 
unravel the strands which, for everyone, start from an equal mno-

i
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Brother in Damnation (concluded)

cence and somehow diverge to desinies of victim, ordinator or saint. 
From the cleft of his torment he could on^y confirm that in whatever 
spirit undertaken - aesthetic or scientific, faddish, humorous or 
idle - the quest for Satan ends in hell.

■ # # o
HPL AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF CHARACTER

By William F. Loebs, Jr.

It seems that current authors discussing what they invariably call 
’’the Lovecraft Phenomena” (thus placing it on the saw level as an in
vasion of wingless corn beetles) always begin by introducing their 
subject thus:‘’’Although a limited writer in many ways, unable to in
vent dialogue, obsessed by cardboard characters and sketchy plots, 
the man Howard Phillips Lovecraft continues to exert a powerful in
fluence on a world of macabre fiction. To discover why, it is 
necessary to examine his over all themes in greater detail..And 
having set aside all question of Lovecraft’s talent at the outset, 
they find his influence is based on the various innovations, science- 
fictional and psychological, he introduced to the horror* story. Both 
Lin Carter and Colin Wilson take this tack.

While I would be the last to denigrate Lovecraft’s conceptual 
genius, it seems proper that now and then someone should point out 
just how well the man could write. His talent for scenery and mood ' 
is allowed for, grudgingly, but character...? ”You’ll have to admit,” 
we are told, ’’that Lovecraft hadn’t much human sympathy in him or much 
use for women. And of course his racialism... well, it hardly con
tributed to his making any sort of well-rounded characters. You’ll 
have to admit that,” We have, I submit, admitted it all too readily.

Before discussing this controversy, though, it is first necessary 
to define our terms. Characterization has not a single, seamless 
meaning, but rather describes at least two distinct methods of work
ing fiction.

In the first characterization is'the be-all-and-end-all of the 
piece. As the characters rub egos, they slowly reveal themselves 
to one another and the reader, to the point where the flesh is raw 
and the soul bleeds. Interest is sustained because the'reader is 
actually looking out through the eyes of another person, as real’ 
(we hope) as himself. Character is, to all intents and purposes, 
the plot. Now this type of fiction can be emotionally cathardic 
and intellectually stimulating, but it would do us well to remember 
just ■ how recent it is. Today almost every ’’serious” novel had this 
emphasis on character, but this . was not the case in'Lovecraft's time 
”Psychological” stories, as he would have called them, were still 
rare enough to elicit comment each time one appeared.

The second type of characterization occurs when something other 
than character is central to the piece. Here too the created ’’beings” 
must? be real, but real as friends and acquaintances of the reader 
might be, not necessarily as his personae. They can be as interesting 
and ’’rounded” as any produced in the first case, indeed should be,but
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have a different, shallower focus, as their position in the story is 
different.

Such niggling differentiation is necessary because of the way 
such terminology is debased in arguments over popular versus serious 
literature. Often the opponent of the horror, mystery or western 
fiction will use the criterion of the first type of characterization 
to prove that the popular hacks can never produce believable or com
plex characters. In response, the adherent, using the same standards, 
will claim such esoterica as motivation or exploration of character is 
completely out of place in telling "an old fashioned yarn”. In the 
process a popular author who can create living men and women (and 
things) to populate his world is often lost in the shuffle.

Like H.P. Lovecraft (yes, I am about to return to the subject).

However uniquely real Lovecraft’s characters are, and I hope to 
prove a little later they are just that, he is limited in his char
acterizations by the very nature of'his medium: the horror tale. You 
see, contrary to popular assumption, an atmosphere of great tension 
does not delineate character. If anything, it obscures it because 
it reduces the character’s options. A man may have an infinitude 
of delicate responses to a poem, but what responses will ' he have to 
a traffic accident? Either to run for help for the victims or to 
leave quickly. What will be his response to a clout with a hammer? 
He’ll topple over like a carp. One choice only. And faced with a mani
festation of mind-shattering horror, he has by definition little choice 
but to let his mind be shattered, no matter what his personality. 
Which is exactly the situation most Lovecraftian heroes are in, as 
the story opens.

Thus, the drained, characterless state of the typical Lovecraft
ian narrator is quite in keeping with the natural construction of 
character. Much more so than the modern horror scribe who in an 
effort to be "realistic” had his characters gaily revealing one facet 
of the superego after another in situations which/should be rightly 
transforming their wits into a mewing puddle of tapioca. I think the 
Psychological rightness of Lovecraft’s method, the stiff, formal 
phrasing of the man striving for the form of rationality, having lost 
its substance, reaches us at some level and makes our hair
bristle.

But (asks the critic) might this rationalization hide the author’s 
simple inability to create character, and his evolution of a style 
which exploited this deficiency? Well, yes, it is possible. To de
cide we must observe those characters he created which were not under 
inordinate stress, in the Dreamlands series, for instance.

While most of these stories are pure narratives without charact
ers of note, there is one, ”Tne (&uest of Iranon” which transcends the 
other sagas and even outreaches Dunsany. By balancing the singer’s 
fine sensitivity, humanity and clarity of vision with his ultimate 
insanity and its tragedy, the creator produces a pastel portrait 
which is a manifestation of the most powerful sort of art, and xvhich 
alone is proof of his talent.
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But there are other characters. The ruined, rootless ex-aristo
crat of "Celephais" or the similarly deprived, disconnected hero 
yearning for nothingness in "Ex Oblivione", the amiable and pover^ 
stricken narrator in "The Festival" (one I find impossible to. 
dislike - possibly because I too have been'to family reunions which 
never quite worked out), and Arthur Jermyn, suicide. Each man in his 
own way symbolizes a similar concept, that is the lack of free will. 
Each is possessed (as we all are in less melodramatic ways) of insidi
ous remnants of the past, which corrupt and alter their very souls, 
until there is nothing left which does not belong to another, or to 
the decayed universe as a whole. The outsider and the hero of "The 
Tomb" also partake of this ambience, which strikes a chord of harmony 
within each of us as we mature. It is no great . ‘ . trick to re
cognize the hidden foulness of the world within which we live
(as does the protagonist of "Shadow over Innsmouth"). That can be 
borne. But to find out later, after much struggle, that one is'inex
tricably and intrinsically a part of that foulness (as he does), that 
is true horror.

But if these similar characters retain our interest mainly 
through close psychological identification with the reader, others 
display more of what I am trying to show: Lovecraft’s gift for com
pletely individual and lasting characterization. Take as an example.

Crawford Tillinghast, hero of "From Beyond". His only function 
in the piece is to create the extra-dimensional machinery and then 
gloat over the narrator like a mad scientist should at the end. He is 
an almost completely stereotyped character. And yet when Lovecraft 
has his friend inform us at the beginning that Tillinghast should 
never have become a scientist, that he lacked the cold, unimaginative 
temperament for it, thms acts as an undercurrent throughout the entire 
story, deepening and humanizing the character.

In the same way "The Tree", which is in structure much like the 
usual revenge dramas that stuff horror comics, achieves great depth 
of impact and character by an ambiguous ending. When one of two lov
ing friends dies, sprouting a tree from his grave, the other works on 
to finish their common project,'never showing other than real and al
most inconsolable grief. Still, the tree murders him and his body is 
never found. Is this revenge or a supernatural atfsr;’ to reunite 
the two grieving souls? The tree whispers, "I know.. . into*?

In nearly every story there'is this flash of rnyi-gut which dis
tills character. "In the Vault", as an example, features not just a 
caretaker, but an unimaginative one whose stoJUitv not only serves 
as a*counterpoint to the usual hysterical victim looked amongst the 
dead, but gives a terrible thrill in its own, as we ron?fze what such 
an unimaginative attitude may lead to im a gravedigger- To create so 
interesting a character in a macabi o story is rare, especially con
sidering the narrow wordage HPL used at this time.

The tense, feverish, almost homosexual love story contained in 
"Hypnos" is a good example of what Lovecraft could do with character' 
development in a restricted space. The narrator, alone all his life, 
befriends a beautiful and intelligent philosopher, slavishly following' 
the man in all his drug induced experiments beyond the senses. At last,
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having exhausted youth, health and sanity, and haying sold the last 
of his sculptures for narcotics, he follows the philosopher loyally 
into hyperspace, to glimpse the Ultimate.. Succeeding, he is thrown 
back to earth and the philosopher's soul is ripped from its shell, 
which is immediately calcified. But no one believes.the sculp
tor's tale, for they say he formed the marble bust himself, that it 
is in fact a portrait of his own face. This is perhaps.the most 
purely psychological story Lovecraft ever did and certainly one of the 
most affecting.

I choose these tales as examples because, as earlier shorter 
works, they, are most often cited as "characterless”, but one other 
longer story is also pertinent. This is . "Tge Dunwich Horror and 
I mention it mainly because of the attention it received in HrL,. no 
fewer than six artists did illustrations from it, especially the 
death of Wilbur Whateley; this interest in a character without dia
logue or known thoughts, whose actions are described mostly third 
hand, and coldly, is amazing. No more surprising is the movie ver
sion of the novella. Not only Wilber, who is pivotal to the story, 
but other characters such as Lavinaa Whateley and the Wizard, who 
are only mentioned in passing, are given.complex and sympathetic 
portrayals. here seems to be a drive within Lovecraft's characters 
which makes his readers wish.to know.them more completely. Lavinia, 
for instance, can’t have more than fifty words about her m the 
entire piece and yet she remains in most peoples minds a major player.

In fact, despite Lovecraft’s talent for characterisation,most 
of his characters seem to generate interest and commentary beyond . 
that which might be expected. Reading back over them for this arti
cle, I was struck by their anti-telescopic quality. The characters 
are kept very much at arm’s length, as though looking through the 
wrong front lens. Such a distant style should spell the doom uo any 
character identification by the reader, no matter what other talents 
the author may employ, but it does not. The question of why it doesn’t 
revolves about a matter of faith.

Almost all fiction produced in’this country .is produced by 
author^ with a single point of view, the conventions of society. 
Although each man may have separate experiences, faiths and patholo
gies which contradict the popular wisdom, when he sits down to write 
he employs not the world as his sense tell him it is, but a fictional 
world wherein people act and react according to strictures as rigid 
as Hindu castes. Only a handful of authors have ever even briefly, 
challenged these assumptions, among them James Branch Cabell, Leslie 
Charteris, Frank McAlliffe, The Marquis de Sade, Gore Vidal and H.P. 
Lovecraft.

Lovecraft really believed in the way his universe funct-toned. 
Because his own friendships were conducted at long range, it seemed 
perfectly normal to him that his: character relationships should be, 
too. And since he did, so do we.

A si miTar analysis holds true in his treatment of .women. He was 
desperately trying to cut free of the romantic conventions and 
gothic trappings, the horror-by-the-numbers approach which was
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stifling the field of’the macabre. And yet no’man may outleap his own 
time. In the thirties, and until very recently, a woman in the story 
forced romance into the plot. Given the choice, HPL cut women out.
Yet his Asenath Waite from ’’The Thing on the Doorstep” is a real wom
an. Not pleasant. Not the plucky little’ego boosters we’ve come to 
know and love, but a recognizable person, nonetheless. And the pion
eer wife from ”5Ehe Curse of Yig” (which as one of his revisions he ’ 
had a controlling hand in shaping) is a strong-willed, self-reliant, 
entirely sympathetic person. One suspects that his women were not 
’’feminine” enough for the critics - perhaps not, but they were human 
enough.

Rereading Lovecraft’s earlier work, I confess I was afraid I might 
negate my whole premise and find the stick figures and hackneyed de
vices his detractors claim he lias. On the contrary, I found my .self 
being reached again and again by some . bit of pathos or color
ful scenery. Hks belief in what he wrote came through, despite a 
deliberately archaic style or an occasionally clumsy usage. A tri
umph, then, of sincerity over artifice and a lesson to those of us 
who pastiche him by belaboring his inner conflicts instead of our own. 
He was a man who wrote well about interesting people doing interesting 
things...and that is all that is required.

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§

HELD; OR ID

By Frank L. Balazs

The swollen red sun burned my flesh as I clambered through a ■ 
rotting framework of wood. The uneven ground slid from beneath me, 
and I frantically clawed the air trying to remain erect. Stench rose 
from a nearby pit; I hit it like a rock wall. My hards went to my 
throat. Gasping and choking, I stumbled forward, deeper into the 
odors and fell into the garbage beneath. Not breathing, not r 
living, I laid there for many minutes.

But I needed'air. Involuntarily, I brought my head up and in
haled - cut short, sputtered, chokkd as the thick stench entered me.

My head swam, filled with images of slaughterhouses and dung 
pits. On my knees, I blindly moved forward. Cloth and skin were 
ripped on the rusty cans and broken glass; I struggled to my feet. 
Not wanting to breathe but running out of air, I gasped, then tripped 
over some planks, toppidd to the ground, was lifeless.

In my efforts to escape the stench and the pit from where it 
arose, I had always moved instinctively forward: toward the pit. 
Thus, when I fell again my face hung in mid-air directly over that 
black ihole? Before, I had wanted to die; now I was sure that I had. 
It seemed that the stench alone jammed down my throat, choking me dead.

P
am. My knees and hands stung. My nose bled, crushed from my * 

previous fall. Pain. It convinced me that I was not dead - at least 
not yet. ’

Somehow, I turned around and crawled back to the wooden structure.
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Here, I clung to a thick support panting and panting. Add slowly the 
world came into focus.

It was the garbage heap of civilization. I shuddered. 'I knew 
nothing about myself or where I was but a thought came to me, a 
stray thought that was soon to grow to significance: this was the 
stuff of nightmares. »

I knew the names for all this. Filth and baked mud; yellowed 
paper and decayed wood; twisted metal and broken glass; rotting fruit 
and dead animals. This was the Dump. ...But what was the Dump?

I had no memory beyond this place; who was I? I wanted to con
sider this but I realized that I should _ get out oi Here before 
I was roasted by the sun or dead from the lack of water, vvhich way 
was out? If I kept the sun at my back, then'I would not circle. Beioie 
sunset (which, judging by the sun’s.position, was hours away J £ ough^ 
to reach something - some place besides this Dump. If I only knex

It was an unreal sun that baked me as I travelled through the 
garbage: bloated, angry orange with streaks of crimson and black on 
its surface. For an impossibly lofig time I wandered. Perhaps it 
was the heat but in time fragments, wisps • of memory floated to my 
mind’s surface.

...Tiisr-wchug...find the book...the lands that are not...note
book. . .from the unnamed City...the burning sun...swamp of slush and 
lizards.the blackened tower where he wrote...Awksbury...only one.. 
I cannot, will not risk...The Book.;.hellworld of muddy eternities... 
of • sorts...together...your body, your mind...my mind

My body and my mind? That had a dreadful ring to it. I probed 
deeper and realized that I had not been trying to escape the Dump at 
all - there was no escape? I had been searching for something - not 
escape, but a notebook. The Book?

With a sudden shock, I sensed that someone was watching me. He 
had not been earlier, but now someone was very aware, very concerned 
with what I was doing. I glanced about and the Dump seemed to shiit, 
to blur at the edges. There was a roar that sliced open my eardrums 
and I slid down into the mud.

Blankly, I stared at the source of the scream. A horror ad
vanced upon me but instead of running, I withdrew from my body. 
Someone had'been inhabiting the back of my mind, observing me.and 
lust before, he had come'forward entering the Dump with his mind but 
my body.'Correspondingly, I drew back - was forced back - away from 
the Dump, away from my body. . *

Somewhere: I was in a dark room, filled with stars and the bleak 
night. Black candles burned about the room in strange formations. 
There was a large star'chalked on the floor with arcane scribbles 
on the outside; inside, there was a man, eyes bulging m fear, mouth 
opened to scream -
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I was snapped back to the Dump. Huge, hairy, it slithered across 
the mud. When it hissed, a sickly blood tongue darted forth and always 
its malevolent eyes shone. Fear as I had never known welled up in my 
soul. My vision dimmed. I choked.

Gone. All were gone: the snake, the other inhabiting my body, the 
paralyzing fear. Gone.

_ Sucking in relief, I collapsed to the ground. It was dry and 
filled with trash - not mud. What had happened? 'Some person had been 
controlling my body for a few incredible seconds, during which I had 
been forced into his body. But that‘had been somewhere else, some
where that was not the Dump. Slowly, haltingly, but with a gradually 
building pace, I remembered...

Richard had never discussed his parents or home town very much.
I could nofr understand why not Who would want to remember, let alone 
talk about a place as dismal as this? I’d never really * believed 
that a town this small existed - except maybe in the desert. Awksbury 
was about three miles off the ’’highway” and consisted of ten or so ' 
houses, all grouped around one dirt road. No wonder Pilchard’s mail
ing address didn’t need a number or street name.

The Kiley’s house was at the dead end of the road, separated 
from the rest of the ’’town” by sheltering trees and at least five 
hundred feet of bare dirt. (All the"other buildings wbre crammed 
close together) It was the largest, almost a mansion, and sunk into 
deep shadow because of its encompassing oaks and elms.

, Some children were playing in the center of the town as I drove 
in but a woman came out of one of the houses and shooed them in. She 
seemed very surprised to see either me or my car and started to come 
toward me. I stopped just under the shade of a withering oak., and 
gob out of my Volkswagen to greet her. But she had turned around, 
hurrying back home. Well, probably she remembered something more im
portant than talking to a stranger.

. I had gotten the impression that Richard had not had many friends 
m Awksbury but seeing it now, I realized that there were not many to 
be had. Thank God that his half-uncle (in Boston) and the school 
authorities there had recognized my . friend’s abilities and 
were able to get him to a decent college - for that matter, a college. 
Just looking at this place made me wonder how he could be so ’’normal.”

i- Richard Kiley and I had met in college and somehow been attracted
to each other; I could see it was not easy for Rich to make friends 
and was more than willing to help him over the hurdles when I could .

, One year of college, one year of outside life, was behind him now. He 
had invited me up to visit for a few weeks during the summer and I 
had readily taken him up on his offer. I wondered how Awksbury life 
seemed to him now; I knew that he never liked it but after a year of 
Ite mg. .well. J

Finally, I got out of my car and entered the gloom of the huge 
trees. ihe porch stairs creaked just as I had expected them to; the
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tarnished brass knocker rang Eollowly, echoing among'the dense branches 
that hung over the yard. At first'there was silence, then I heard some 
clomping/running sounds and a yell, ’’That must be Keith” . That was 
Richard; evidentally he had seen my car, else how would he know who? 
We had not set a date for my arrival.

The door groaned open and there was a beaming Richard. He ushered * 
me in like he hadn’t seen a human being in years. This feeling is in 
reflection -at the time, I was just glad for such a welcome. Mrs. 
Kiley came in with a large picther of lemonade for which I was grate
ful and thirsty.

’’Picked the worst day of the summer to arrive, didn’t you?" she 
said. •

"Well...without the heat and humidity, I wouldn’t be able to 
enjoy the cold lemonade,’’! answered.

"Clever, as always," said Richard. "Why don’t we go upstairs 
to the corner room? It’s always less hot there - probably because of 
a draft, though."

We went up to the top floor to the "corner room", so called be
cause it was at the corner of the house and had a huge skylight. It 
was shaded on all sides and the top by trees and was pleasantly cool.

Richard started,"Awksbury’s a real big town, isn’t it?”. .
"Makes me wonder how anyone could live here. 1 mean it is a nice 

location what with that forest but there is a lack of people - a lack 
of life. Just where did you go to school?" _ -

"My brother and I taught each other, mainly. Then there were 
irregular sessions in a nearby town, trips to B&ston, lots of books, 
my Uncle and so forth."

"Self-educated? 'That always sounds rather distinguished."
"Well, I managed, didn’t I?"
"To tell the truth, I really wondered how anyone could come out 

of a place like this as well-adjusted as you did." _ _
"Well-adjusted? Come on, I was ba-a-a-d off when I first arrived 

as a freshman, I mean...you’re the first real friend I ever had. There 
were some acquaintances in Boston and a few at my occasional school, 
but I probably would have been worse if there had been someone in 
Awksbury my own age - besides my brother. We managed to support each 
other ignoring everybody else." '

"Well...noone would call you Mr. Social, but I’ve met worse intro 
verts. I used to be one." •

"You?" . .
"Me. Should have seen me in grade school and junior high. A

friend was someone who somebody else had to help make fun of me." <
"This place has been much harder on my parents; even my brother:

he didn’t have a friend for the first two years of his life. My god, 
I mena, we both escaped’ Though his escape was...was..."

"Just what is life like up here?"
"Oh, come on. I’m even sorry I invited you here for a few exciting 

days." ’ .
"True,you hadn’t told me Awksbury was this. .well,dismal. But
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maybe the two of us could spend a few days or weeks tearing around 
New England."

I’ve always wanted to do that. But..with 
“ ‘ ~ ’ car. It can

look."

"Terrific!
"I didn’t walk here; you know; I have a 

even four when necessary, however that might 
"0h, you came by car?"
"You didn’t know? But didn’t you see or

what?" 
carry two

hear me?"
"Not till you knocked. Why?"
"Then how did you know it was me?"
"You were supposed to come visiting this summer; who else could 

it have been?"
"You’re putting me on. This may not be Las ^egas, but there 

are some'people living here."
"Oh, the other Awk-wards...?"
"Yeah,"I laughed, "^hem."
"Well, it wouldh’t be them."
"Why not? The gnarled oaks scate ’em away?"
"Uh...yeah, I guess that’s it. Keith, tell you what, why don’t 

we do some exploring of the woods, then when my father comes home we 
can discuss our travelling plans with him, okay?"

There were five of us at dinner; Mr. and Mrs. Kileyt; Richard ‘ 
his great-uncle Thomas Wheeler and, myself. It was pleasant at times, 
but subdued; there did seem to be a stiffness that I attributed to 
my presence as a friend of Rich’s but a virtual stranger to the 
others. Nevertheless, Richard, his father and I did talk a bit; 
Wheeler was totally quiet, finishing his dinner quickly and rushing 
off to some region of the house.

"My great-uncle is sort of'eccentric," explained Richard. "The 
townspeople don’t like him much."

For a few second an uneasy air settled over the whole proceedings. 
Mr. . _ ' Kiley’s features darkened, his lips tightened; Mrs. Kiley
sat very", very still and looked at her husbadd in short glances. But 
then everything perked up - much more so than with Thomas Wheeler 
here. He seemed to have carried with him an air of what I’ll call... 
formality.

"Father, Keith and I would like to spend some time travelling 
and exploring New England."

Mr. Kiley did not seem to be pleased with the prospect. He said, 
"You know how I feel, but I’ll have to talk this over with him "

She only other him in the house was Richard’s great-mncle and 
I savz no reason why . he should oppose the trip. Still, I wondered
why he would have to oe consulted. I, was very confident that we 
would soon be spinning from Maine to "assachusetts.

Rich and I talked long into the night about almost everything. 
Around 2:00, he said, "Oh, I’d better talk to Uncle about the trip." 

"Mr. Wheeler? That’s who your father was referring to...?" 
"Yeah, he’s sort of the head of the family. I suspect that he 

wouldn’t be too thrilled about me leaving. He didn’t want me to go 
to college."
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What possible reason would he want you here?" .
"I - I don’t know, but he didn’t let my brother...well, nevermind. 

It’s not important."
"Okay, but dom’t you think it’s a bit late?" _
"No, you don’t know Uncle; he’s up. Chances are he’s in the 

other corner room .
"There are two?"
"Right. One’s covered by trees. The other’s totally unsheltered, 

it gets the hottest afternoon sun and a perfect view of the night _ 
sky - that’s what...turns Uncle on. Say, is there a new moon tonite.1

"Uh, I think so. First or second night." .
"Then he’s up there conducting his insane experiments."
"May not be the best time to see him; you’ll probably disturb 

something important." _
"Personally, I think his expierments are a waste of time, bo 

does the town. Anyway, he won’t mind. This is the only time he’s 
in a half-decent mood." .

"It’ll probably take you some time to convince him so 1 11 
sack out. / ' G’night." .

I doubt very much if my friend had a good night - far from it. 
His mother found him dead at the foot of the cellar stairs m the 
morning. He was battered and bruised as if he had fallen down ten 
flights of stairs, not one. .

When I recovered from the news well enough to talk, 1 told his 
parents of my conversation with Richard before I went to sleep. They 
became whitej but said nothing. The "uncle" said that he had talked 
with Richard, finally agreeing to let him go on the trip. Richard 
had left him around 3:00 - why he should go to the cellar, he o.idn 
know.

The really horrible 
expression; his face was 
ever seen.

thing about the whole matter was Rich’s 
contorted with the most intense fear I have

The police were not called in. The funeral was held that after
noon in a private cemetery. WheHer turned out to be a "priest" of 
sorts, as Mr. Kiley put it. Richard’s mother could barely stand as 
the great-uncle read the eulogy and conducted the whole ceremony. 
Richard’s body was then cremated and . buried next to his
brother’s ashes. During the entire burial, I sensed that both oi 
the Kiley's were deeply disturbed by Wheeler’s arrangements yet they 
said nothing. '

Mr. Kiley insisted that I stay for dinner and the night. I agreed 
because I wanted a good night’s rest; it isn’t often that I dig a 
grave for a friend. Wheeler seemed even more anxious for my presence.

Both of Richard’s parents simply wanted light and reassuring 
chatter about his first year at college, but I did learn a lot. 
Perhaps it was just my imagination but pieces of a puzzle begam to 
appear frighteningly. It would be a long night till they would 
fit together.

i
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College was the first time Rich had been away from Awksbuyy 
other than short trips to Boston and occasional days at school, and 
thtey had been very reluctant’to let him go. Indeed, their older son 
had died about a year before, making them even more reluctant. Yet 
this same circumstance also seemed to convince them that ”it would 
be best” if Richard left Awksbury.

This was when I hit : _ ... upon the real' disturbing
thing. I knew that the brother had died two years before, but I 
didn’t know how. It seems that his frozen body was found sitting 
under one of the old elms. ‘I was sure that Rich had mentioned that 
his brother had died in May, leaving me to wonder how his body came 
to be frozen, even in this clime.

Night was very uncomfortable as I lay in my bed, finally con
sidering the happenings of the past two days. The great-uncle seemed 
to be the dominating force in the household - he had decided that the- 
police should not be called in - no doctor, either. 'It was his buria].. 
Certainly both the ' parents were broken people, but for some 
reason I thought was so not only because of the two tragic deaths. 
No, there was something else that had destroyed them, made them into 
shells for Wheeler to direct. I suspect that Richard did go to col
lege because his parents desperately wanted him to escape Awksbury - 
and his Uncle?

And what ’’experiments” did Wheeler perform? Was that why the 
townspeople considered him ’’eccentric”? My talk in the night with' 
Richard had proven that the ”Awk-wards” actually shunned the house, 
and the family. Why? What was it about the Uncle that caused such 
an aversion to the family? Why had the Kiley’s not moved from a town 
which hated him? What kind of a priest was Wheeler? Too many questions 
- and too few answers. I fell aslepp, emotionally exhausted, with the 
thought: Wheeler - he was a man of power...

. ■

The swollen sun burned my flesh as I clambered, throhgh a rotting 
framework of wood. The uneven ground slid from beneath me and I 
frantically clawed the air trying to remain erect. Stench rose from 
a nearby pit; I hit like a rock wall. My hadds went to my throat. 
Gasping and choking -

That gap’ What was in that memory gap?

I was back at the Dump but with another existence and identity. 
Something had obviously happened between the time I fell asleep and 
the time I found myself in this place.. My back had bean sunburned 
from my very earliest memory of this place...what had happened?

/

A voice arose in the back of my mind: ”1 thought that I might be 
able to partially enter your hellworld without incurring mine, but 
I was wrong.”

- What? Who are you? (I asked the thoughts formed from my mind, 
but not by my mind. .
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"Ah..then you were unconscious during the whole cereihony. What is

your ^^^^asleep. . .1 was thinking about you. . .1 had a dream in 
which you summoned and I came. And...! blacked out in your r0°™’ 
I’m remembering, Wheeler. You can’t keep my memories from me lomger.

’’I’m not keeping them from you; the shock of transference mus 
have done it. Or perhaps, it is an affect of your hellworld. 1 
don’t know which.”

- What have you done to me?
"You are much more fortunate than either your friend or his 

"In a sense, yes. _ .
I have been guiding you all this while.

brother. Your hellwo..."
- You killed them?? 1-n

But never mind that: you have something to .
1.11^. You thought that you were 

searching for a way out - not true; you are searching for'the note
book of Tiisr-wchug. I desire it; I peed it? a
that you can survive for a considerable length of time. - , 1
slow death is always horrible."

’"/entered your hellworld before to pinpoint the notebook; you 
are in the general area. But I can’t help you.find it any better 
than this. Already, I sense fragments of my nightmare grouping her . 
I must withdraw completely - start looking?

- Look, Wheeler, I’m not doing anything...

But he was gone - or rather his voice and presence were; tne 
urge to search was strohger than.ever_and I.was gettingJ;oo^weakJ^ 
resist. So, I searched. If nothing 
be the way to get out of this hell, 
this...hellworld to find a book and
my only hope tha t he would release 

If I could survive that long?

else, finding that notebook might 
Wheeler had somehow sent me into 
if I could find it, it would be 
me in order to obtain it himself.

throat parched}. my lips blackened, 
one that pressed and slowly choked.
Nothing lived in my ultimate nightmare -

My back was a charred brown. My 
The air seemwd a living entity - 
Nothing lived in my hellworld.

except for me and I was dying.

I searched. I crawled. I slowly, painfully died - I searched. 
But Wheeler was getting impatient, then frantic.

"Hurry up, it’s got to be close by. Have you checked than 
mattress?"

age 
not

got

Dunes...garbage dunes that would not even shift with the pass- 
of time for there was no wind...and perhaps, no time. At least 
for the Dump, but for me . therewwas time and change: aeatn.

’’They’ll be coming soon. You’ve got to find it? The car - it’s 
to be there? That car?
In the days or hours or years of search I had lost considerable 

contact with reality -’if this hellworld could be called that My mind 
drifted and fantasized, realized and correlated facts. My body 
ironed on toward the car, spurred by the dimmest hopes of escape and 
nerhaps the influence of Thomas Wheeler. The red sun grew, slowl 
engulfing the sky and in front of it a play was enacted.
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"Damn you. xhe car’s the only place left?"

My half-dead body slowly crawled toward the metal ■ hulk; my 
mind saw three figures. Superimposed over them was a flaming skull. 
A grinning death that broke apart as its smile grew wider and wider 
Richard Kiley was being taunted by ' ’friends’, all of grammar ’ 
school age: "My father says your uncle’s a witch’ He says your whole 
fam’ly’s cursed and they’re cursing the town,too." But a pallid woman 
comes out of a house, hushing the children, bringing the two teasers 
inside, not before giving Rich a hateful look and crossing herself.

And the red sun turns purple and explodes. Fragments of the Dump 
xall accompanied by cries of "Demon?" There is an inferno raging and 
a man screaming; it is Richard’s father. I see the man sobbing, arms 
wrapped around his wife, as he realizes the truth about his uncle and 
what his uncle has done to his father and now him. The hellfires 
burn for an instant again and then a vortex sweeps it all away.

"Please? You’ve got to hurry. They’re almost here. I can 
barely keep them out...try the glove compartment," a frantic voice 
screams in panic, inside my mind.

Fragments fall together - my mind links with my body and I open 
t + c^partment. Inside, lies a notebook bound in withered leather. 
1 think back to the stench of the slaughterhouses, see.ing flames con
sume human forms. I shudder but reach for the Book...

We transferred. Once again, I was in his room - once again he 
had entered the hellworld, turning my nightmare into his own.

. As in the previous transferral, our minds mixed and now I knew: 
iiisr-wchug was a sorceror of ultimate power in some other world. His 
notebook told of how to control and enslave certain dem ons and forces. 
But even this sorceror died and then these beings seized his notebook, 
imprisoning it into the stuff that makes nightmares. Whoever entered 
this world to obtain the notebook would experience his most deeaded 
nightmare until death.

I knew that Wheeler had sent two to their doom before me in 
attempts for the book. Richard’s hellworld had almost beaten him to 
a pulp and his brother’s was filled1 with freezing death. Wheeler kept 
control of the family by subjecting them to short, but horrible doses 
of their own nightmares. No wonder the Kileys were so resigned?

■

But what about Wheeler? How was he making out in his hellworld? 
He reached for the book and as his hands closed on the binding, he 
screamed. Athibg of black wrapped itself around him. They seemed 
to struggle in the mud. Something came shooting down from the void, 
ingry stars glinted across the eons. He screamed again, seeing 
burning eyes and a hungry tongue darting. He felt 1 intense pain.

. I felt intense pain and retreated, unthinking. I was sitting 
in a chair’and someone was screaming. Chalked on the floor'there was 
a P®ntagragi and trapped inside, a squirming man. He choked, clawing 
at the air; his body was collapsing from the pressure of unseen horr
ors. Suddenly all was quiet except for a dripping that slowly stained
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the floor.

The starshine entering this corner was not enough for me to sec 
very well; I lit a kerosene lamp and looked at the mutilated man. It 
was me! I strode to the door, opened it. I ran down the stairway. 
Entered the bathroom. Stared at the mirror. Scfeamed.

Richard’s fa/ther and mother ran into the bathroom. ^1 reassured 
them that it had been just a bad dream, and they returned to bed.

The great-uncle had entered my body, forgetting about his ^ell- 
world in his eagerness . for the Book. At the same "
into his body, unknowingly. Thus, his mind and mv body had died in 
that terrible swamp lost in the void. My mind now occupied his bo y.

- .

Because'of our mind-minglings, I had most of his occult knowledge 
and using it, I quickly disposed of the body,'planning to say thau 
the boy left very early in the morning. Then, I systematically raided 
the Kiley’s small but adequate bar.

That was a mistake, for during my drunkenness I lost 
fragments of Wheeler’s mind that I had retained.

most of the

I forgot about my car - the boy’s car, so the police ard' finally 
se6j wheeler 
hellworld.pinning the three murders on me. It doesn’t matter. You 

made various pacts with outspace beings to break into the 
He knew that they would demand payment sooner or later but he had tne 
knowledge to pay them or . ’ defend himself. In fact, some of the
horrors^had attacked, him while looking for the notebook but had been 
confused by the mind-transference and returned to whereever they 
came from. .

That’s why I’ve written this. Somehne has to know _ maybe some
one will believe, but I can’t die without knowing. For during the 
next new moon those demon s, those other beings will be back...for 
me. And I don’t know how to stop them.

OOOOOOOOO- - hyb-orea-n reality
Ah, the smell of death, so sweet, so sear 
the melody of tortured cries'as music to my.ear 
the sight of flaming castles, inhabitants within, . 
the taste of blood upon my sword carving through the dm.

A wizard on a balcony recites an evil spell 
that chills my spine and makes me ask is this no worse than hell 
Still the battle oath I cry in ecstasy and glee 
laughing at the spears that fly to left and right of me.

Some have said that war is like a nightmare in their eyes 
men would not embark in battle if they were more.wise 
But I must disagree and say that naught but war is real. 
In peace or simple labor, where is therp life to feel.

F - Amos Salmonson .editor of
FANTASY AND TERROR
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THE TEDDY BEAK
By Darrell Schweitzer

Some nights are merely dark, and others are mor than dark. There 
are those during which Somebody forgot to light the gaslamps, and 
there are those which suggest an ominous and malignant evil.

It? was‘on a night of this latter variety that we got a new 
mailman. I, the butler, answered the door when the bell rang, and 
thus I was the only one who saw him. He was tall and dark, with 
eyes that flamed like something out of Hell. An Arab perhaps, or 
maybe an Indian. He handed me a plainly . ■ wrapped parcel and was 
gone without a word.

’’Theobald?" Mrs. Osgood called from upstairs.

"Yes, madam?"

"Who was that at the door, Theobald?"

"Just the delivery man, madam." 
* '

"Well, what did he deliver, Theobald. Can you tell me that? 
What did he deliver?"

"A parcel, madam. It bears this address, but has no name on it. 
I don’t know who it is for."

"Then open it, Theobald. I’ll be down in a minute."

I carried the package into the dining room, set it down on the 
table, ' untied the string, and removed the wrapping. Then I gasped 
in surprise and horror.

Within was a box, and on the box there was taped a note written 
in Hindustani (which fortunately I had learned to read while serving 
in Her Majesty’s forces in India) which said:

THIS OUGHTA TEACH YOU NOT TO SCREW AROUND WITH MY WIFE.

Or., at least that is how I translated it. I shuddered, not so 
much becauad of what the message said, • but because of the signature. 
It was that of a notorious Hindu outlaw, with whom Colonel Osgood 
had had many deadly encounters as commander of one of Her Majesty’s 
regiments.

I could scarcely imagine what might be inside the box, yet out 
of loyalty to and fear of my master, I resolved to open it. After 
all, he had saved my life in battle once before he retired and I 

t entered his employ.

So I opened the box. Inside was a large teddybear.

Just them the madam came waddling down the stairs, her somewhat 
obese frame swinging from side to side as she descended.

"Well, Theobald? What is it?"
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Quihkly I crumpled the note and slipped it into my pocket. "A 
teddybear, madam.” _

’’For little William, of course. Oh, isn’t that sweet, Theobald? 
Isn’t that positively sweet?”

"Yes, madam.”

"Who sent it, Theobald? What does the return address say?”

"There is no return address, madam."

"Well, as Monsieur Voltaire once said, there.is nothing better 
than doing a good deed by skealth and having it discovered by acci
dent. We'must find out who it was, so that we may thank them. Don’t 
you agree, Theobald?"

"Of course, madam." I was beginning to feel sick. I always felt 
a little unwell when Mrs. Osgood started her- ’Don t you agree,-heo- 
bald" routine, but this time the sensation was far stronger than usual.

"I’ll give it to little William at once. He’ll be delighted, 
won’t he, Theobald? Won’t he?"

"I’m sure he will, madam.” I handed the teddybear to her and as 
I did'- I prayed desperately that I had gone mad and imagined such a 
thing, but I knew What I hadn’t - the thing leered at me in a most 
obscene way. Still, I had no proof with which to confront the Master, 
and thus I dared not mention it to him. He was always rather intol
erant of things, being a hard-beaded scientific realist. To him a 
teddybear was cloth and stuffing and nothing more, regardless who 
sent it.

Mrs. Osgood took the thing upstairs, and soon I could hear little 
William’s cries of delight. I gathered up the wrappings and burned 
them, along with the note, in the fireplace.

Had my imagination been overactive? Nothing had really happened, 
had it? A lonely child had gotten a new toy and was happy...perhaps 
the Indian person from whom it had come had sought in his own way 
to atone for the many wrongs he had done while under the jurisdiction 
of Colonel Osgood. No man, after all, is utterly evil. Perhaps this 
villain had a generous streak in his make-up, after all.

So it was that when Cplonel Osgood came home that night from 
his weekly rounds at the billiards club, I did not mention the incid
ent to him, let alone voice my suspicions as to the possibly sinister 
aspects of the whole affair. I tried to calm myself and rationalize 
away all that I had seen.

I might have been able to do so, had I not overheard a strange 
conversation a couple of hours later. It was about two a.m., as 1 
was walking through the upstairs halls, making sure that everything 
was all right before I retired, that I heard voices coming from little

I
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William’s room. One of them was clearly that of the child himself,but 
the other was new to me. It had a disturbingly ethereal, almost . 
fairy-like quality to it. I put my ear to the door and listened.

"Thay,fellah,” said the unknown voice, "look at this.” 
"Golly,” exclaimed little William. "It seems to be a banana." 
"Oh, no, it’s not..."
There was a twanging sound.
"Hey? Cut that out, will you? Look but don’t touch.” 
"Gee, I’m sorry."
"That’th okay. No let’th thee yourth. Try real hard now." 
Silence.
"Sorry," said little William after a minute. "I' just don’t 

understand all this."'
"How old are you, kid?"
"Six.” '
"Well, then, that explainth everything. You got a few yearth to 

go yet."

Oh, the horror of it? To think that such an abomination could 
enter the life of an innocent child? What could Ido? If I'burst 
into the room, the worst might happen. Yet if I did nothing, the 
worst might also happen.

So I ran. I fled that terrible place, half out of a shameful 
cowardice and half out of need to do something. I ran all the way to 
the servant’s quarters and buried my woes and my conscience between 
the thighs of the chambermaid.

Strange things began to happen with increasing frequency in the 
following weeks. Little William’s toys were found wantonly damaged 
some mornings, as if someone or - I shudder to add - something had 
roughly penetrated them in a certain spot. This eventually happened 
to all his other teddybears and his larger tin soldiers.

The boy was, of course, terribly upset. At first he imagined that 
evil elves came through his window at night and perpetrated
these crimes. Then he spoke of burglars, or jealous children of the 
lower classes. Finally he accused his parents? Yes, his own father 
and mother. The poor lad thought that his father and mother were 
exacting some terrible punishment on him for an unnamed crime. Of 
course, he becaqie a'nervous wreck. It was a terrible thing to happen 
to a child so young, to have such a rift created • between himself 
and those who loved him.

» But then the same sort of thing began to direct itself towards
Mrs. Osgood’d statues.' A person of great culture,she was a fancier 
of classical Greek art, and the house and grounds were filled'with 
fine carvings. These same carvings were now found mutiliated, and 
it was a great shock to us all. I’ll never forget the ghastly look 
on her face when she found her Adonis with a hole where a hole didn’t 
belong.

A definite pattern seemed to be developing, but no one but me 
could’recognize it. First the toys, then the statues inside the 
house, then those without it. Colonel Osgood didn^t know what to
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make of it, his rationalist philosophy preventing him from grasping 
even the slightest inkling of the truth. Still, I did not voice my 
suspicions, for I knew that if I spoke even once of a small furry 
creature stalking about the house at night, he would fire me.

I continued to spy on little William and his bear, and even 
though I heard more shocking conversations, I could gain no evidence 
with which to prove my case to others.

I began to keep a record. I marked down on my calendar those 
nights on which I had peeked into the boy’s room to find that his 
teddybear was not there. I also keep track of the times of the van
dalisms. The dates coincided exactly. But what could I do?

Until the last minute I did nothing, then the horrible climax 
came.

One evening as the Colonel and Mrs. Osgood were sitting around 
the table in the parlour while I served them tea, we all heard little 
William shouting upstairs.

’ ”So you’re the one who broke my soldiers! I hate you? I hate 
you! I’ll never play with you again.”

I shuddered at the implications of the last line, but before I 
could make much out of it, the teddybear came hurtling down the steps, 
cast away by the angry boy above. It bounced once off the bannister, 
and landed in the parlour, right at the feet of Colohel Osgood.

Once more - I swear this is true though I dearly wish it wasn’t - 
glanced up with lust in its eyes. This time it was leering at the 
Colonel.

’’Well,” he said, ’’Children sometimes reject toys. What a shame. 
I think I’ll keep it a while until he wants it back. I’ve rather- 
taken a fancy to the thing, I’ll admit. Maybe I’m gettigg senile, 
but I think it’s kind of cute.”

”Uo, sir, you can’t’” I blurted out, almost dropping the teapot 
in the madam’s lap. -

Osbood glared at me. ’’WHY can’t I, Theobald? Tell me that if 
you will. I am the master of this house and I’ll do what I blessed 
well please. Do you hear me?”

”Why -why, sir, I didn’t mean it like that - I only wished to say 
that it wouldn’t seem proper for a man of your age to have a teddy
bear. I mean, sir

His face was red with rage. ’’Tosh, bosh and tommyrot’ Mr. 
Roosevelt over in America has a teddybear, . so why can’t I? I 
shall, I say. I shall. And you are never to tell me I can’t do 
something again, if you value your job. Do I make myself clear,Theo'?'

’’Perfectly, sir...”
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"That’s good. I shall retire now, with the teddybear, if you 
don’t mind. Good nigjit to you.”

The Colonel left the room, that ungodly thing under one arm. He 
was furious at me, I could tell. If I said one thing about the teddy
bear now, I was finished, and if I were to be sent away the entire 
household would be defenseless agaimst that evil menace, since I alone 
knew its true mature.

”0h Theobald,” my reverie was shattered by Mrs Osgood s shrill, 
almost screeching voice. ’’Theobald, I wish to read for a while before 
I go up to bed. Fetch me my book. It’s on the card table in the 
study.”

”Yes, madam." I returned a moment later with her book. I was 
rather taken aback when I saw its title, as its author had recently 
been involved in a terribly sordid scandal and it was not like a lady 
of Mrs. Osgood’s breeding to be reading such a thing. It was the 
latest work by the new • writer, Mr. Oscar Wilde.

The night wore on interminably. My mind was filled'with doubts 
now. I fiddled around, trying to perform various chores, but could 
get nothing done. What could I do to save the Colonel? Should I 
save the Colonel? Nothing seemed to be amiss at all. Was I really 
mad? Had I imagined the whole thing?

No, I knew better than that. Then I tried to convince myself ' 
that the Colonel was a brave man and had been a recourseful soldier, 
and could thus take care of himself. I knew this to be a lie also. 
No man, especially one who did not believe in the supernatural, could 
stand up against such a terror as my master was now confronted with. 
And he wasn’t even aware of its evil intent?

All my dreads and nightmares came true and I knew it was too 
late when the Colonel’s screams echoed throughout the house, shatter
ing the stillness of the night. I heard sounds of'a struggle and 
these hysterical words: "No, no. Stay away from me, you fiend? Not 
there? Don’t stick it in there?"

I grabbed a lamp and dashed up to the bedroom, crashing through 
the door without hardly slowing down. It was only . then that I 
perceived the most shocking and hideous sight a human mind could ever 
be assaulted with.

The Col@nel lay across the bed, his pajama bottoms pulled down / 
to his knees. The.teddybear sat mounted atop his exposed buttocks,' 
its unprintable (with which very few stuffed toys are ever equipped, 
I must say) shoved firmly up the Colonel’s unprintable. The creature 
crooned with perverse satisfaction.

I gathered up all my courage and approached my'fallen master. 
Keeping as far as possible from the bear as I could, I reached out to 
his neck, hoping to feel a pulse.

There wasn?It any. He was dead, slain by an insidious poison un-
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known to western science.

Just then the creature looked up from its triumph, saw me 
uttered an obscene East Asian expression.

With that my reason left me and in a fit of insane fury I 
my lamp at the thing. Immediately the kerosene spilled out and 
room exploded in flames. _

and

hurled 
the

The Osgood mansion burned’down, or so the papers said. I c 
wait around long enough to see, but fled headlong out of that cccui 
place, down the highway and toward the nearest town.

I : am sorry to relate that the rest of the household perished 
in the fire. So I guess I am alone able to tell the ^aie.

Which iS jUSt as Well, I Suppose -with apologges to Algernon
Blackwood

[Comments on the . foregoing story should'be sent directly to Darrell 
Schweitzer, 113 Deepdale Road, Strafford, PA 19087-J

-0O0-

THE OLD RACE
By Margaret L. Carter

Above, the world was committing suicide.

Below, in the sub-cellar of a three-storied, multi-gabled imitatioi 
Victorian mansion (so incongruous, planted in the middle of a New 
Mexico mesa), Gillian Harper couldn’t even hear the blasts. She could 
almost forget the cloud she’d just seen spreading over Sandia Base. 
Descending the dank stone steps, she stared at the blond head and plaid’ 
hunting jacket of her brother Alan. In front of Alan walked her fiance, 
Victor Conrad, buklder and owner of the . anachronistic house. Victor’s 
flashlight threw haloed shadows on the ’ oozing walls. ri'his descent 
was like a dozen others they’d made with Victor, to view a book too 
rare for the above-ground library, or a new addition to his wine racks. 
(Where did he get the money? Even now, she could repeat that question 
to herself; she’d long ago given up asking Victor.’) Just another des
cent into the cellar. Except that this time, they went lower than 
ever before.

Their host seemed perfectly calm when he halted them in front of 
a massive vailtlike door. Curiosity distracted’Gillian from the just- 
completed horror of their drive actoss the mesa, racing to accept 
Victor’s invitation before it was too late. The numbness of relief 
had been her only reaction when, at the last possible instant, they’d 
reached Victor’s fron t door. But now she remembered that they’d 
never seen his fallout shelter.

"Sorry, folks, I’ll have to ask you to strip down now, ” said 
Victor. "Decontamination, y’know."
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He twirled the ponderous combination lock until the door groaned 
outward. Inside was a concrete cubicle empty except for shower heads 
on both side walls. ' The fourth wall was another steel
portal. Gillian glanced at Alan. Victor’s flash, turned on their 
faces, showed Gillian that her brother was blushing as hotly as she 
was. But their host’s command’did make sense. They both started . 
unbuttoning. Shedding blouse, shorts and underclothes Gillian stepped 
under the needle-shar$ spray. The two . men followed her. After a 
moment, • Victor pushed a button that switched off the shower and_ 
released a three-minute blast of warm air from a blower in the ceiling. 
Then he led them through the next door into a'dressing room where they 
found silk kimonos hanging. Clothed in these, they faced the richly 
polished wooden door that led to the ' ’ living area.

Gillian expected a gray, windowless bell with a minimum of com
forts - three cots, some kind of plumbing, maybe a table and camp 
chairs. What he saw was a sumptuous exaggeration of the rooms up
stairs. Deep-piled crimson carpet cushioned her bare feet. The furn
iture was overstuffed velvet and brocade supported by gargoyle-shaped 
mahogany legs. Bookshelves so covered the walls that’absence of 
windows was hardly noticeable. From wall sconces, queerly con
voluted lamps shed a lurid glow. (WThy did Victor insist on that 
disturbing hue of light? She’d red somewhere that red lighting 
stimulated violent emotions.) M the far end of the room, another 
door, surmounted by a print of one of Dore’s Poe illustrations, led 
(she guessed) to kitchen and bedrooms. Again she wondered where a 
young German expatriate could have got so much money.

"Sifc down,” said Victor, reaching for a cigarette from a case on 
one of the shelves. ”How do you like my subterranean grotto?8’

At their host’s command, Alan and Gillian automatically sank 
into the nearest chairs. Now that she had time to look into her 
fiance’s eyes, Gillian could see that her first impression of his 
coolness’was wrong. The match that lit his cigarette quivered in his 
delicate, ascetic fingers. His eyes seemed to glow - or was it the 
hectic lighting?

"This is quite a place, all right, "said Alan. "We never expected.'

"Drink?" Without waiting for an answer, Victor opened a liquor 
cabinet on'still anohher shelf and got out a wine bottle. "Ruby 
port. Yes, we’ll have all the comforts. I furnished this room a 
couple of years ago, moved my favorite volumes down here. You know 
my sensitivity to noise and sunlight; stay out of them as much as I 
can. This is where I retreat for relaxation when the world and the 
human race get more unbearable than usual." The smile that went with 
the last sentence was less like humor than a reflexive baring of 
the teeth.

Gillian took the offered goblet and sipped from it, even though 
her throat contracted at the'thought of the heavy wine. Doing what 
Victor suggested was, by now, a conditioned reflex. Not only for her, 
but for Alah. Why else would they have so quickly agreed to be shut 
away with Victor for the duration? The first biting taste of liquor 
shocked her into cold thought. They were here because she was en-
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gaged to marry Victor - and that was another ’’why” . What appeal had 
this person; who cast a strange shadow against the crimson-bathed 
bookshelves, had for'her extraverted engineer brother? And why, after 
Alan introduced thtem, had Gillian so quickly decided she was in love 
with the German? His darting eyes, framed in the pallor of too much 
study and the darkness of unkempt hair, were no part of her romantic 
ideal. For an instant she remembered the double steel doors and was 
afraid. Then.a second swallow of wine drew her back into the peace 
of exhaustion.

Silly'to thihk she was afraid. This was the only place to hide 
from chaos, here with the two people she loved. Victor was the same 
charming bibliomaniac he'd always been. He gently lifted a musty 
Latin manuscript from a small table beside Gillian's chair.

"The Liber Ivonie," he said. "A remarkably uncorrupt 15th cen
tury version. This will be a great time to catch up on my translation 
of it."

This remark was too much for Alan. "Damn it, Vic, you sound like 
you're actually happy about this - this..." Groping for words, he 
waved his hand in the direction of the concrete roof and the destruc
tion from which it shielded them - "about this

The sudden hardness in Victor's face startled Gillian into 
splashing some wine over the edge of her glass. Not speaking for 
a moment, just staring at them with glittering fixedness, he put. 
down the yellowed volume and drained his glass in one gulp. Picking 
up the bottle to pour himself another, he said, "Why should I grieve? 
They brought it on themselves."

Gillian wondered how Alan could speak, with Victor’s eyes impal
ing him that way. But he did, between sips of port. "What the hell 
is’this "they" stuff? Sure, you weren't born here, but Germany's in 
it,too. We’re all in it."

"Before my ancestors settled ip the Herz Mountains, we had ... 
other origins." •* -

There was a moment of silence, while Victor lit a new cigarette, 
his first still burning in the ashtray. Then the queerness of his 
words hit Gillian. "What’s that?Q

"Think you I have any stock in their wars?" He leaned over her 
chair, his arms fencing her in. "You have heard of the genealogy of 
the Huns? Of the witches, they say, who with devils mated on the 
desert plains of North Asia?"

Victor usually spoke perfectly colloquial English; its breakdown 
showed Gillian how strung out he really was. "Easy, Vic.. What were 
you drinking before we got here anyhow?" She pushed at his chest, 
afraid he wouldn’t yield. But he let go of the chair and moved away.

"It is not wine that makes me drunk. It’s that glorious spectac
le up there. If only I could see it, instead of just imagining it."
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Picking up the'bottle, he made a motion to refill Alan’s drink. 
Alan shook his head,'covered the glass with his hand. With quiet 
firmness Victor said, "I think you will have more, my friend.” 
Alan let him fill his glass to the rim.

Gillian’s eyes followed Victor as he paced across the room. ”The 
. bunglers’ These many centuries they have taken'to destroy themselves. 

They persecute us, but we lie in wait. <nd now, when they’ve forgot
ten us, our moment comes. At last we’ll regain our ancient .

* ascendancy. We shall have our true place and they theirs - our cattle’.'

”Vic, you’re high on'something. Please go lie down.” Ehough 
she knew that wasn’t true, she had to pretend, for her own sanity, not 
to understand him.

’’High on death,” he mocked. ’’High on our triumph, and on the 
thrill of possessing you.” He stood'in front of her chair again 
and ran his fingers through her long, copper-red hair._ "Billian, my 
bright Saxon bride, didn’t you suspect anything? Did you really 
think I was like you? But now you will be like us.”

”Vic, please He grabbed her hands and ’ jerked her out of 
the chair. She glanced at &lan, in hope of'help from him, Her brother 
made a restless movement, as if to stand up, but his legs wouldn’t 
raise him. His fingers went limp, letting the half-empty'wineglass 
roll on the carpet. Gillian looked away from his tortured, staring 
eyes.

Victor went on, "The foul names they called us, Nosferat, Vrykol- 
akas’ The ignorance, the ridicule! But no more, my dear. No more 
posing as one of their'dead. No more hiding in the shadows and slink
ing in the night. Now, enough of your homo sapiens arrogate. I 
think it’s time you learn exactly who won this war.”

His irresistible strength drew her close. She watched his lips 
writhe back from his teeth. Just before they touched her throat, he 
reached out to flick a switch. Darkness drowned her.

-0O0-

THE BLACK BOEK
By Eldon K. Everett

In the year of Our Lord 1665, the Black Death stalked London. It 
brought a strange creature that made its way through the night. Almost 
every house bore the 2 ’ huge red cross and the legend: "May God 
have Mercy on our Souls!" Watchmen armed with halberds were set at 

f each such door - houses contaminated with the plague.

Announced by the clanging of a bell, the ho^se-drawn carts 
stacked high with bodies covered with huge black sores passed the 
figure in the darkness. Nearby, from an inn, came raucous and lewd 
laughter. Those free from infection celebrated their ungodly luck, 
yet each day there were fewer and fewer revellers.

■ V - I
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Suddenly, down the narrow street, almost bridged with the huge 
bow-windows of’the houses, came a running, shouting figure clad only 
in a sheepskin, bearing a crown that was a brazier* of hot coals. 
"Repent? Repent’"cried the wild-eyed figure as it dashed past.

Then the dark figure stopped outside one of the few unsealed 
houses. Knocking on the door,’it opened to reveal two elderly 
men - Messrs. Booker and Lilly, two astrologers. The men flinched 
as the figure stepped into the candle-lit room walled with star
charts and ephemerae.

The man looked like Death himself, a black cap enclosing _ 
greasy locks and a face that was totally scarred and dead-white,with 
sunken black eyes. A. long, flowing cloak enclosed a black-leather 
jerkin and cracked hipboots that smelled of grave-mould, A broad
sword whose pommel bore the green verdigris of long-time inaction, 
hung at his hip.

"Truly," said Booker "You are Mister Nitocris of whom we heard."

The figure nodded,"Are you ready?"

"We are," said Booker. "Ehat which you seek in the crypts of 
St. Paul’s will be found tonight with our Mosaical Rods. Mercury is 
posited in the north angle of the 4th House; the dragon’s tail is 
likewise within it, and Sol is the significator."

"Let us leave, then. The hour is late."

Nodding in agreement, the two astrologers donned their cloaks 
and they set out into the night. From virtually every house they . 
could hear cries of pain and anguish, from the dead and dying within.

As they threaded their way toward St. Paul’s, they saw that the 
shopstalls, grog-shops and gambling holes that had operated in the 
shadow of the cathedral in earlier months were all deserted.

They entered the transept, which had been turned into a •
pest-house. Hundreds of the dying lay on crude pallets on the floor, 
tended only by Old Mother Malmayns and Chowles, the coffin-maker, who 
tended the sick only for what they could filch from those who died.

They walked down long flights of stone stairs into the catacombs, 
Booker carrying a lone candle and Lilly the great dowsing-rods. The 
wands led them deeper and deeper into the gloom.

Finally, the wands turned the party into a sealed crypt. Drawing 
his sword, the deadman pried away the crumbling plaster and they 
removed a stone plate, revealing a closet within.

Hungrily, he swept aside the jeweled candlebra and plate 
within and seized upon an ancient mouldering book. Brushing the dust 
from the cover, the figure cried out: "At last? The Necronomicon

Just then a figure sprang from the shadows and grabbed the book
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from his hands. It was Solomon Eagle, the sheep-skin clad evangel
ist. "Work of the Devil!”, he screamed, as he ran off into the 
darkness.

Leaving’the astrologers, the swordsman followed’the glow of the 
head-brazier, running up one tunnel and down another, cursing wildly.

Suddenly the light _ disappeared at a fork in the tunnel. ’ 
There was no‘ sign of the enthusiast. Frsutrated, the deadman paused, 
not knowing which path to take.

Then he let out an animal howl. He smelled the odor of burning 
parchment. He dashed down the tunnel following the smoke. Rounding 
a turn, he saw a glow. C&ming upon it with curses, he saw the 
smouldering remains of the book, ignited by the coals from _ ... 
Eagle’s brazier.

- ,

He beat out the fire with his hands. The book was almost totally 
destroyed.

There was no sign of Solomon Eagle, but from afar, receding, 
came the cry: "Repent! Repent!"

-0O0-

[More tales of deadman appear in The Unnamable #4, 35/ after March]

DEVIL’S HILL
By Eldon K. Everett

The night along the Miskatonic River was strangely silent. The 
Vigilance Committee made their way toward the rude hut, whose lone 
window showed the glow of a hearth-fire within.

Ecclesiastes Mather led his group, armed with muskets, to the 
door and beat loudly upon it.

"By my soul and gaitte’S," came a wavering voice from within, 
"Who calls upon Grandmother Gawell at such an hour?"

The door opened a crack and an ugly old crone peeped throh^h.

"Open up," cried Mather.

"Surely, surely. Enter good sirs. How can an old woman help 
you?" The party entered, some of the men crossing themselves. A cat 
sitting toy the fire arched its back and hissed the newcomers.

"Old woman," demanded Mather, "what traffic hade you had with 
Nitrocris Waite?"

"Thb man in the tower?" she cackled. "None, good sirs. Granny’s 
charms would hold little use for a wizard like Goodman Waite."

"Aha! Then you know for certain?"
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’’Many nights have I seen the colored lughts atop the tower - and 
the chanting heard. Oh yes, the chanting - calling up Old Nick him- 
s^lf

’’Take heed, men?’’ cried Mather. "This ungodly thing that
chants in the tower must be stopped. Ephraim Gammon - it was your 
young daughter that disappeared; and Stephen Everett - who stole your 
infant son from his cradle?’’

Muttering darkly, the men followed Mather out into the night. A 
half hour later they came within sight of the tower on Devil s Hill.

It was a great house built around the tower that some said had 
been built by the Penobscot Indians. Some said it was even older. 
The strange scarfiaced man known as Nitrocris Waite had come to rxh 
two years before, lavish with gold as he stepped from the ship from 
England.

Monev had flowed like water as he hired crews to build the great 
house. 'Then the disappearances began. First it was Portugese 
sailors, then children in Arkham began to disappear from their trundle
beds .

Then it was strangers. Peculiar men driving waggons and coaches 
that passed in and out of Arkham without stopping. All were bound 
for the Devil’s Hill.

Mather and the others had long suspected that Waite had h ad 
hand in these dealings. Some said corpses were carried by the c rus - 
dug up far away and spirited to Waite for necromancy.

As the winter had passed, word came from afar of grave-robberies 
near Boston. Finally Mather, preacher of All Saint’s Tabernacle, coulc 
no longer' refuse to act. Waite must be guklty of grave-robbery at 
the least, and ' witchcraft probably as well.

From their vantage point, they could see the strange colored 
lights in the chinks of the tower, and a wailing chant from many 
voices rode across the night. 'It seemed to have wnrds; rtwo words, re-
peated over and over: ”Yog*Sottot? Yog-Sottot ?’’

The Vigilance Committee, some 30 strong, set out for the great 
house. Armed with axes, they broke down the door, finding the house 
deserted and the furniture covered with a layer of dust.

’’The tower?” shouted Mather and they set to work on the door. It 
was hard work as the portal was lined with lead. As the axe
strokes rang through the night, the chanting stopped, ihere was tne 
sound of hundreds of footsteps running down an underground tunnel.

As the door finally fell, they heard a .joyous chant: "la? la? 
Hastur? Hastur cfvayak ’vulgtmn vugltagln, vulgtmn? Ai? Ai? Hastur.

As Mather charged up the stairs, the hair on his neck stood? 
He heard what seemed to be the beating of giant bag-wings?
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Dashing into the turret-room, Mather gasped and called back 
down the stairs: "Don’t look’ It’s an affront to God Himself!" As 
the others fell back, Mather quickly lit a torch and fired every
thing in the room that would burn. Joining his fellows, they set 
torch to the great house as they passed through it. Looking back 
f®om the forest they saw the fire shoot through the tower and as some 

» of the stones cracked, the tower began to fall apart.

In later years Mather was often asked what he had seen in the 
tower, but the secret died with him* There - in the tower room - he 
had seen the naked body of the thing that called itself Nitrocris 
Waite - a monstruous hybrid. Much like a'man, it had contained a 
huge eye where the belly should have been, and a row of tentacles 
circling its waist. And - worst of all - was the grin of unholy 
satisfaction that appeared on the scarred face ’

-oOo-

This page is being typed on the second anniversary of the fruition of 
a project which was considered from the summer of 1971, stimulated in
to a concrete plan at Noreascon in the fall of 1971 and birthed in 
March, 1972 as HPL:A Tribute to Howard Phillips Lovecraft. In its 
wake, there was TheShadow over Woodvale, 10 pp., the story of how it 
came to pass (April, 1972); The HPL Supplement No. 1 (October, 1972) 
[out of print]; some Lovecraftian material in our genzine, HUITLOXO- 
PETL (January, 1973 [out of print]; The Unnamable #1 (May, 1973); 
HPL Supplement No. 2 (July 1973); The Unnamable #2 (October 1973); 
The Unnamable #3 (December 1973); The Unnamable #4 (February 1974); 
HPL Supplement No. 3 which you hold in your hands and The Unnamable 
#5 which is currently in production as well.

It has been two years full of interesting people and interesting ideas. 
I had no idea than a publication could be a . . vehicle to so much. It 
has been time-consuming, but in many instances too numerous to men
tion it has been time well invested, time well enjoyed.

These following pages are an incomplete index of the publications 
named above - because of our laziness (which had not heretofore 
typified our involvement with things Lovecraftian) the many, fine 
artists who have contributed and the authors of shorter poems'and 
shorter letters of comment are not included. To these people, your 
own copies of the pubs must stand as tribute...what’s one more time 
of having your name in print?

Before getting into the index [since I have the lines available .and 
no other thoughts] I ought to mention a silly aspect which for some 
reason I take pride in, although most would consider it foolish. Ex

, cept for the obviously typeset pages of HPL (basically pp 103 to half 
of 134), I typed and with Penny’s help corrected every word of those 
zines; some pieces were heavily edited - for better or worse, I fear - 
abd others were not. These are pedestrian tasks which most editors 
would rather say they left to underlings, if they are prominent enuf 
to have underlings. However, I disagree and take pleasure in hand
crafting every aspect of a publication. Since I lack any artistic 
sense, however, this left much to be desired as far as lay-out, but. .
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INDEX TO THE FRIERSON LOVECRAFTIAN PUBLICATIONS 1972-1974

Key: Articles appear in quotation marks; story titles are underlined.

- A ”LCC” is a letter of comment. HPL is the basic 144 page tribute; 
31, S2 and S#3 refer to the'supplements; U 1,2,3,4s and 5.refer to the 
quarterly zines for the apa, Esoteric Order of Dagon. HS is the genzine 
Huitloxopetl S which contained sf, comics and Lovecraftian materials.

Artists add poets (except for longer works by people already in 
the index) have been omitted because of laziness on our part

Arnold, Herb [co-editor of HPL] Those Beneath the Wages, HPL,pplOS-12 
Attanasio, Al; TheElder Sign, HPL, pp. 116-7 ' ’
Balazs, Frank, LCC, si, 3 pp .; LOC, S3, pp.3-4; Hellworld, S3, p.21-30
Berglund, E. Paul, LOC, SI, 3pp.; ’ ’ .
Bloch, Robert, ’’The' Lovecraft Mythos”,- HPL, p.5
Brennan, Jos. Payne, ”A’Haunter of the Night”, HPL, p.6
Boruta,'Victor, LOC, SI, 3pp. .
Brazier, Donn, ’’Nightmare Suffered After Learning of HPL’s Death”,

• ' S3, p.10-11
Bryant, Roger, ’’Stalking the Elusive Necronomicon”, HPL, pp.42-43;

* LOC,'si; LOC, S3, pp.1-2
Campbell, J. Ramsey, A Madness from the Vaults, HPL, pp.113-4
Carter,'Margaret L., The Old Race, S3, pp.36-39
Collins, Tom, LOC, SI, 3pp.
Conover, Willis, LOC, U2, pp. 12-13
Crawford, William, ”An Early HPL-Publisher”, HPL, p.24
Culp, Robert C. , [The Statuette ], U4, 3PP'«

' ’’Lovecraft and Reality”, U5, pp.1-3
DeBill, Walter C;, Predator, HPL, pp. 106-7
de la Ree, Gerry,‘”An Unknown HPL'artist”, HPL, pp. 30-31
Everett, Eldon K., Truant Officer, U3, pp. 10-11

Death’s Head, U4, 2pp '
The Palace of'Lions, U4, 2pp
The Dead City,‘U4,'2pp
The Black Book, S3, pp. 39-41
Devil’s HiU7~S3,' PP.' 41p3

' ' Daughter of Dagon, U5, pp. - 3-4
Everts, R. Alain, Poeme en Prose;I, HPL, p.4; ’’Howard Phillips Love

craft and Ira A. Cole: A Brief Friendship”,'HPL,
• ' pp. 19-21; ’’Lovecraft and Lord Sunsany”; S2, pp.2-3

Faig: Kenneth W., ’’Lovecraft’s Own Book of Weird Fiction”, S2, pp.4-15 
' ' LCC, S2 pp. 52-54 ' ' .

Frierson, Meade, Some Unpublished HPL Correspondence, HPL, pp.62-63;
Huitloxopetl, ch. 1, UI, pp. 9-16
’’The Shadow Over Woodvale”; sep publication, 10 pp.

■ ' Editorial and reviews,‘HPL, Sl-S3, U1-U5; poems
Ganley, W. Pauk, Others Who are Not Men, HPL, pp. 89-97 '
Hedge, Ralph W., Comments and stories: U2, pp 7-10, 16; U3, pp. 4-5

■ 'poems and letter in HPL
Home, Wm. Scott, ”WThe Horror Theme After HPL”, HPL, pp32-4

Dull Scavengers Wax Crafty, HPL, pp. 11S-23
LOC. UI, p5-6; LOC, U2, pp. 10-11; LOC, SI, 2pp; - -
Deep Calls to Deep, S2, pp.32-9; ’’Cosmic Sense”,S3, 
pp.4-6; ' Brother in Damnation, S3, pp. 11-17
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Indick, Beni LCC, S1 * ‘
Jacob,' John, 'Totem, HPL, pp. 12S-30; LCC, SI
Joquel, A;L., LOC, S2, pp. 54-55
Kirk, Tim, LCC3 SI * '
Koblas; John,'"Con report”, U3, pp.7-9 ' '
Leiber,'Fritz, "A Few'Short Comments on the Writings of HPL”, HPL,p.lS
Lillian, Guy III, LOC, SI, 2pp. * ' '
Loebs, Wm. F., Why Night-Gaunts Tickle, S2, pp.39-40; The Mirror, ' 

U2, pp. 14-15; ”HPL and the Construction of Character", 
. ' S3, pp. 17-21 - '

Long, Frank Belknap, Interview in HPL; LOC, SI; LOC, S2, p.49; LCC 
’ S3, pp. £-9 ■ -

Lord, Blenn, ”Who is Grandpa Theobold?”, HPL, p.134 '
Lumley, Brian, The'Burrowers Beneath, Chapter'1, HPL, pp. #3-#7 

LOC, si]-The Shadow Man (poem), 82, pp. 15-16, 
Letter, U5, p.10 ' '

McInnis, John L, "Notes on Researching'Lovecraftiana", HPL, pp.46-47
Myers, - Gary, ‘ The Return, of Zhosph, HPL,' p. 9$
Petaja, Emil, "Hannes BOK and HPL”, HPL, p.141
Price, E. Hoffman,"HPL: An Astrological Ahalysis", HPL pp. 12-16 

"Reminiscences of HPL", HPL, pp. 16-17
' ' L0C3 S2, p.50; LOC, S3, pp.6-7 ’

Pumilia, Jos.F., The Weird Tale of Phillip Love, HPL, pp. 57-61
(with Wallace) ' The Shuffler from the Stars, U3, pp.11-18; HS,pp.55-63
Saunders, Jerry, Dark Providence, HPL, pp W
Schiff, Stuart 8.Lco-editor'of HPL] "Interview with Frank Belknap 

Long”, HPL; pp.7-11; "Notes on Collecting Love
* craftiana”, HPL, pp.44-45’, *

Sellers, John, The Drawings on the Desktops, HPL, pp.99-101 '
Shea, J. Vernon, "HPL and Films”, HPL, pp.28-30; review, HPL, p.51
Schweitzer, Darrell, Legends, HPL; pp; 115-6; LOC, SI; LCC3 S3, p.2-&;

' ' ' LOC and poem, U3, p.9; The Teddybear, S3, pp31-6
Simon,'Sonny, LCC, S2, pp.51-2
Strnad, Jan, LOC; SI, 2pp. ' '
Sudol, Robert C., Theshold to Doomcrack, HPL, pp.102-3; Star winds' 

(poem), Shadow over~Woodvale; A Shore of Shadows, 
S 2, pp. 41-46

Tierney, Richard L., ’’The Derleth Mythos", "HPL, p.53 
"Cthulhu in Mesoamerica", HPL, pp.4^-49 ' 
"Cosmic Wonder”, 82, pp.46-48; Letter, U5, p.9

Wade, James, Planetfall on Yuggoth, HPL, p. 104-5 ’ 
"Review of Selected Letters III”, HPL, p;52 
"My'Life with the Greatest Old One”, HPL, p.54
LOC, si, 4pp.;

Wallace, Bill, Down to the Sea, HPL, pp. 131-34
* (with Pumilia) The Shuffler from the Stars', U3, pp. 11-1#;H8,pp.5 5-63

' ' "HPL on Night Gallery", HPL, p.50
Walsh,Don, "Gruden ItzarThe Evolution of a Sub mythos", HPL, p.55
Warner,Harry,Jr., LOC, SI, pp.1-2 ' '
Wellman, Manly Wade, The Terrible Parchment, HPL, pp.81-82

continued
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Wetzel, George T., The Eater of the Pead, HPL, pp. 124-5
What the Moon Brings, HPL, pp. 126-7'
’’Biographic Notes on Lovecraft”, HPL, pp. 25-27
"The Cthulhu Mythos: A Study", HPL, pp.35-41
LCC, SI; "A Memoir Of Jack Grill", H8, pp. 27-36;§2

' ' Nightmare House, S2, pp.17-29 ' '
Wilson, Colin', "Extracts from CRDER OF ASSASSINS", HPL, pp. 22-23
Witt, Matthew, LOC, SI, 3pp

So there it is,for posterity’s sake or whatever.

We contemplate that this will be the last of the HPL Supplements but 
not the last of our publications for Lovecraftians, by Lovecraftians, 
and about Lovecraftians. No, The Unnamable will continue on as 
our quarterly and we solicit contributions of Lovecra±yian fiction 
only (began to get rather wide of the mark in this issue, I believe;; 
articles on Lovecraft only; poems qiore in his style than concerning 
his themes; artwork only if simple line drawings traceable by hand 
onto stencils by Penny Frierson [the day of offset and/or electro
stencilling lying somewhere in the murky future]; letters of comment 
on the Supplements or Unnamable issues; reviews of current publications 
of the Lovecraft circle or spiritual descendants; news of HPLish 
conclaves, lurk-ins, and other pursuits of the Lovecraftian band of 
the 1970s; information'on forthcoming publications of interest to 
HPLers; chatty letters, nasty letters, letter?, letters, letters.

o o o o o o o

Due to popular demand, we herewith reprint the last unreprinted 
Lovecraftians from the defunct and out of print HUITLOXOPETL 8:

A MEMOIR OF JACK GRILL
By George T. Wetzel

During December 1971 Meade Frierson and I carried on a corres
pondence regarding my contribution to his then planned HPL tribute. 
In'a reply to a remark of mine, Meade said: "Jack Grill died at age 
65, in September, 1970. Mark Owings went up to catalog his fan 
tastic Lovecraftian collection for the purpose of sale." When I read 
this I was saddened. But I was surprised as well, for Jack had been 
a friend from whom I had heard nothing since he unaccountably stopped 
answering my letters in 1959• Someone else told me Jack’s death was 
due to a heafct attack.

Then in June 1972 Randy [Everts] asked the loan of my corres
pondence from certain persons relating to HPL. I sent it all to him 
except my file'of Jack’s letters whose uncalligraphy (to coin a word) 
was so tedious, if not impossible to read, that I did not wish to ' 
inflict it on anyone else. The consequence was that I slowly reread, 
after a fashion, that letter file, and suddenly realized the tiny, 
raw grains of gold that'could be mined from it; and wishing to share 
it with HPL enthusiasts, I began to organize and edit his letters, 
interposing an occasional comment of my own.
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Jack and I became acquainted while I was living in Dundalk. The 
time was about 1955. Ganley had just printed both the last volume of 
the Lovecraft Collectors Library and HPLiMemoirs, Critiques and Bib
liographies. Because I had edited both, which Jack had obviously Just 
purchased from Ganley, Jack wrote me his first letter (now lost) with 
the result that we sporadically corresponded for a number of years.

In the late 1940s and the entire 1950s I was the only full-time 
active HPL scholar (though there were general one-shot articles by 
others). And'Jack was the only all-around HPL enthusiast; he collect
ed HPL photos, letters written by HPL, interviewed HPL acquaintances, 
visited many of the Middle Atlantic and New England towns HPL had made 
antiquarian tours to, and accumulated many other odds and ends.

Most other HPL scholars and collectors (there are exceptions) 
have a curious antipathy to their contemporaries, I have found, (per
haps it is a fear of competition), but Jack betrayed a singular lack 
of it, being almost naively generous, and shared with me not only his 
little discoveries but even offered to introduce me to some of his 
informants and HPL materials sources.

Only a little of his correspondence to me was dated, necessitating 
some guesswork ^ased on internal evidence of certain of his letters. 
Of the letters themselves, the writing was excreable, some words still 
being undecipherable by me to this day. This was compounded, instead 
of being helped, by his letters being hand-printed characters, not 
script. There were rarely any paragraphs, and sentences were every
where - in the margins, crammed in between other sentences, etc. The 
letter paper was every kind of imaginable scrap (not from frugality, 
I thikk, but from a desire to get off a reply promptly before he for
got what he wanted to tell me). x 14 legal sheets, small note 
paper, even a yellowing but blank frontispiece from a book.

Why I saved most of his letters, I don’t rightly know. Anyone 
else would have thrown away as trash such odds and ends of paper dis
orderly scribbled on by a lonely man. And he was lonely. I could 
sense it the only time we met; and sensed it in his Lovecraft quest 
and hobby as being a better-than-nothing substitute for married life 
and a home of his own.

The personality of Jack that percolated through his letters is 
immediately observed: overly generous, almost comically retiring 
and modest; a dedicated, ’’ • L thorough-though-disorganized Love
craft scholar, bottled in an almost Sautenne-dry sense of humor that 
would surprasingly effervesce to the top in an occasional bubble of wit

In one of his earliest letters to me Jack laboriously handprint
ed 28 pages of an HPL travelogue letter he had purchased from the 
Eddys. The original was dated April 21, 1925 and was reputed to have 
been made by HPL himself on his ancient typewriter. The letter was 
printed in SELECTED LETTERS III (Arkham House 1968) but in a much con
densed form. The last 1,000 words of one of the delted portions con
sisted of the domestic rigors endured by HPL in Brooklyn on his re
turn: problems with mice, tricks to keep warm, meal frugality, ad
opting three cats. In all, a number of interesting human things Der-

!
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leth might have better left in and edited out in other letteis borne 01 
the ponderous add dry philosophizing and arty remarks. (There are 
many other letters in the three volumes of S_L that I . personally 
know had interesting material pruned out and dismal stuii leit.)

In the letters that follow, the ellipsis are mine to indicate 
where I dropped out pedestrian remarks (Jack was not exactly a Love
craft in his own writing.) Likewise, I quote exactly all his gramm
atical constructions, right or wrong.

This first letter is but a portion, the other pages were lost. 
It was written to me, Easter, 1955 • it consisted mostly ol a catalog 
of acquired HPL items: HPL letters, postcards, photos, etc. One ol 
the photos Jack later loaned to Eisner for the FRESCO HPL symposium 
(the only such project any college undertook) and which Derleth.later 
used in THE SHUTTERED ROOM (Arkham House 1959) and characteristically 
negledted to credit Jack for.

The second was a snapsbet of the ’’old school at Foster Center 
(about 12 miles from Prov.) where HPL grandfather was a teacherwiote 
Jack. Then there was this tantalizing note: ’’..’Who Ate Roger Wil
liams’ is an HPL synopsis used by Talman for a story he wrote 101 an 
undertakers mag run by Seabury Quinn or so Talman told me on the 
phone...”

"Hello- George, Enclosing copy of HPL ms ’Who Ate Roger Williams’ 
Wilfred B. Talman an old friend of HPL gave me this little master-_ 
piece. You might query Talman...Talman gave me a postcard he received 
from Lovecraft signed ’Grandpa van Kasje’, his favorite signature to 
Talman after he found he was descended from the Caseys of Rhode Is
land and had translated Casey into Dutch for Taiman’s benefit.”

This ’Roger Williams’ opus later caused other HPL scholars’ di-_ 
vergent points of view. I thought it was Taiman’s and they thought it 
was Lovecraft’s. I did write Talman back in the 1950s to clear up 
the authorship (unfortunately his letter is loaned out to [EvertsJ and 
cannot be quoted) and Talman clammed it was his.

"4/17/55 Dear George - In response to your request I am pleased 
to [present] you herewith the following HPL items. [They were eight 
rare A.J.s, the July 1913 issue of the Conservative, United Amateurs, 
&c] The next time - week of April 18-1 visit Talman I will get 
more data on the Roger Williams piece & nickname. Talman has many 
stories and poems to his credit, published in mags and books. I know 
him fairly well and when you’re in N.Y. perhaps a meeting could be’ 
affected...the travel essay was typed by HPL on his old typewriter, 
and could constitute the original M.S. Regards, Jack Grill [P.S.] 
The white sheet of paper is the same size as the Roger Williams item. 
The pencil correction by HP is the same as in the ms. There is no 
story heading & the lower part of sheet is blank. Same as enclosure."

The following note, unsigned and undated but circa 1955 or 1956 
concerned some photos on loan that I have no recollection of ever 
seeing. Sometimes Jack would speak of a loan of material that never 
materialized for some reason. .
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’’Old original mounted photos. One of HP’s maternal grandfather 
Winfield Lovecraft L"x5j", one photo of house in which HP was born 
includes Sarah Lovecraft - photo taken before her marriage - HP’s 
mother is holding cat. Mr. Wififield Lovecraft, sn, sits in chair — 
beside her and his wife sits in rocking chair on porch. The other wo
man is Annie Phillips Gamwell, sister of HP’s mother. 6"xS" ."

* '• ' ..

I moved to the ’’Tollgate" community in Owings Mills in January 
1957 continuing- to correspond with Jack. The next two letters were 

unique, not only in the fascinating HPL sidelights they contained 
but in the fact they were the only two times I recall Jack’s waxing 
both verbose and unusually informative about what others told him. I 
believe the reason was my urging him to write an article on all the 
Lovecraftiana he had collected and heard of. In the following letter 
Jack bracketed on the margins certain data as "from Loveman’’:

"Dear George - Somehow I mislaid your letter dated Jan.3, 1957... 
I ran into Sam Loveman last week. We got to talking about HPL - Kalem 
Club, etc. Loveman said he’s a W.W.I vet & he received his first 
letter from HPL while he was stationed at Camp ? (name eludes me). 
Sonia Green wanted to marry a man of genius - either Loveman or Love
craft and have children - married HP - they wanted to have children 
but she was too old. A Dr. friend of Loveman’s who had an office 
in HPL Angell St. home told Loveman its cellar floor and walls were 
scrawled with cabbalistic drawings & magic circles, etc. ... Loveman 
is or was old friend of George Kirke. When Kirke came from [?3, as a 
young man of 1S he stayed with Loveman who helped him get started with 
a bookshop in NYC. Loveman hasn’t seen Kirke for years. Couple weeks 
ago Loveman walked into Kirke. Loveman greeted him cordially. Kirke 
merely said ’Hiya* & kept walking. Loveman said Kirke was a failure 
in everything he undertook [Kirke was a friend of HPL’s in the amateur 
press -GW]

"Hart Crane presented a very manly appearance - smoked cigars,&c 
but he was crazy about sailors. Loveman sold his H. Crane collection 
to Columbia for $5,000. ...HPL visited Cleveland with his protegee 
(Al. Galpin) & stayed with [sic] Loveman’s house or Crane’s. HP & Gal- 
pin keep .[sic] playing roughhouse, jumping on porch, climbing in & 
out windows - annoyed Mrs. Crane or it coulda been Mrs. Loveman, I 
forget.

’’Loveman at a; literary gathering (Kalem Club?) spiked HP’s 
drink. HP very talkative & pugnacious. He started swinging with: 
It’s a lotta bullshit. First & last time on me anyone ever heard HP 
swear. ...Talman [said] HP & Seabury Quinn just couldn’t stand each 
other...Se ding photo of HPL & FBL, keep it for your collection, I 
have duplicates...[? ] is right up your alley, George. Why not get in 

t touch with [?]...! wish I was one of you writing fellows - Jack."

Loveman later penned his anecdote of the inebriated HPL in LOVE
CRAFT AS A CONVERSATIONALIST but he provokingly neglected the one of 
the mafic graffiti here related to Jack.

Let’s examine the graffiti incident. Lovecraft was born in"the 
Angell Street house, spent his childhood and early manhood there, from
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1^90 to March, 1924. If he drew the graffiti, how long.ago? When did 
the doctor move in? Was there an intermediate tenant with a child.
Perplexing questions needing answers. Because a Lovecraft fan to whom 
I years ago related the anecdote termed it apocryphal, I never bother
ed to publicize it; but I did pursue it with Loveman in a 1955 letter 
which he replied to.

The mere suspicion that Lovecraft was responsible for the. 
graffiti produces some curious speculations [F .B. Long’s comments on ,
those speculations are found hereinbefore on pages 8-9 - MFJ He quite n
often asserted that he had no belief in the supernatural. So what was 
his purpose? I think the answer lies in his literary doctrine pract
iced in his own fiction that "realism must form the groundwork for any 
first-rate piece of writing, no matter how far from reality the author 
may push any one'line of development." SEjLECTED LETTERS III, p.440.

Lovecraft also noted: "4 story ought to be a fragment of life," 
SL III, p.344, and "my conception of phantasy, as‘ a genuine artform, 
is an extension rather than a negation.of reality," op^cit. p.l9o.
here are additional such expressions in all of the SELECTED LETTERS 

volumes. Lovecraft never actually expressed it this way - the follow
ing thought is a parallel writing doctrine of my own -but since.it 
does shed additional light, here it is: a bulk of realistic detail 
makes any story more believable; and by the time the fantasy element 
appears, the reader’s scepticism has already been lulled by the fore
going realism.

Was not the graffiti a realistic creation of "atmosphere"? Was 
"theatre" being set for a scene involving necromancy in.some story? 
Angell Street? More approppiate to have called it "Devil Street"’ 
xhere are know precedent cases where he used "stage scenery" to fer . 
ment his imagination. It is no stretch of belief to say that .

HPL often visited the Babbitt House in 1919-1920.on Benefit Street 
when his aunt, Mrs. Clark, resided there (unpublished HPL letter of 
1934 quoted to me by Ken Faig). And he himself said this dwelling 
was the inspiration of his 1920 poem, THE HOUSE, and that it also 
was the theatre background for his THE SHUNNED HOUSE story (SL II , 
p.354). And did he not once spend a night in St. John’s graveyard, 
according to Paul Cook, with friends and later use the experience in 
THE UNOMABLE? Then about this time did he not also ask C .A. Smith ’ 
to recommend any books on magic containing conjuring formulae (SL II, 
p.28). The . graffiti incident - if true - is pure vintage Lovecraft 
in its evocation of evil deeds done in secret. [George’s fictionalized 
version appeared in Supplement No. 2 as "Nightmare House" - MF j k

"Hi, George ... Talman is now at an HPL article; He observed: 
HPL^s work is labored more than Poe’s. For my dough, HPL is one of 
the greatest all-round literary personalities of the 20th centiory. 
... Cliff Eddy favored me with a batch of WEIRD TALES. Containing HPL 

• material - a welcome gift as I once intended to try for 
a complete file. At least those containing HPL - but I had to abandon 
that because I didn’t have space for the accumulation & have decided 
not to go into this brand of Lovecraftiana. With the cheap stock
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these mags are printed on, its almost'impossible to obtain fine copies. 
My W.T. file contains about 50 copies, I believe. Early issues are 
scarcer than Outsiders or hen’s teeth, as you probably know. The 
late Barlow’s file of W.T. is now at Brown Univ. - part of their HPL 
collection.’’

I The reverse side of Jack’s letter was a nightmare to read, being
written in the middle, the margins, interlineated and obscured further 

’ by inked out deletions:
I i .

’’Somehow or other - its not quite clear how, this letter has got 
mixed up -...Battin’ the breeze with Loveman a few weeks back. He 
sounded off on his favorite topic -homos. He asked me kf I was offen
ded. I replied -’’’No - go ahead. I’m not prissy. Furthermore, while 
we’re on the subject, I just want to tell you, chum, that I for one 
am 95% male, 5% roughage.’ Within a couple minutes the talk turned 
[to] passion in literature, lasted without interruption for 2 hours - 
all very politely conducted. ..‘Knowing yr interest in anything rela
tive to HP & his former friends, I’m forwarding some misc material.”

What followed was a list of nine items, noen 6f which were im 
the letter. Their lack is conjectured from a jigsaw of confusing, 
overlapping jottings in the letter’s margin which I now reconstruct 
here in a logical flow of ideas. Two of the items were to have been 
unpublished stories by Hazel Heald - THE BASEMENT ROOM and LAIR OF THE 
FUNGUS DEATH, 5 PP and 25 pp respectively, that Jack had purchased 
from Miss Heald along with a one page criticism of them by Derleth.

’’Re Hazel Heald stories - I gotta hunch that the Eddys, H. 
Heald & their writer friends follow ...yr HPL articles. Please 
don’t write up her stories until the old gal kicks the bucket, 
unless favorably. Perhaps she don’t give a damn what anybody thinks 
of her stories.. .Eisner looms up as one of yr best contacts to date 
...I’ll drop him a card. Regards, Jack.”

The above letter was written circa June, 1957- Jack’s reference 
in it tn Eisner.was because I had told him how I received a long dis
tance phone call from a stranger by that name on May 30, 1957 who had 
been compiling a HPL bibliography until he saw my own 1955 copyrighted 
opus of the same thing. Eisner then decided, as editor of FRESCO, 
the magazine of the University of Detroit, he would undertake making 
one issue an HPL symposium and asked would I help him. He would visit 
me in the late fall. Before he did, I had another visitor, Jack Grill.

4

Jack phoned me from Baltimore and as I had no car in those davs. 
he rode the bus out into the country, my niece drove him from the bus 
stop at the bbttomof the hill. The day is well fixed in my mind 
because I had obtained the ingredients for two gourmet experiments I 
was cooking up, Cranberry punch and Spanish Bean Soup, and invited 
Hack to partake of them when he arrived.‘(He only tried the punch). 
My wife-to-be was there that day as well, watching my kitchen concoc- 
Lion,

When Jack arrived, I found him to be a short, stocky man whose
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light blond hair was cut G.I. (I could well ^lieve-he was of Germanic 
ancestry) between 45 and 50 years, casually dressed, of a diffident^ 
slef-effacing manner - almost shy. He seemed amazed that I accor 
his presence worthy of my time and said so in such am overnight 
that I thought he was putting me on. An offer to put him £P °;er | 
in my mother’s tiny house was met with a polite refusal. Jack say g 
he already had a room at the YMCA. Besides, he added, tomorrow he was 
going to prowl around for old arhhitecture in Baltimore_and make a 
trip to Poe’s Amity Street house. (In those days the neighbor c . 
not the highly dangerous place it has become.)

When I told him of my discovery of the original of Lovecraft’s 
Shunned House and how the story was triggered off by HPL s view o 
similar evil old house on Bridge Street and Elizabeth Avenue in New^ 
Jersey, Jack answered that he knew well that neighborho , PPL
architecture but it was-now torn down for urban renewal, the house H J 
saw there with the rest, presumably.

Jack’s profession was ’’painting" but he did not elaborate nor he7e 
I ever heard of anyone seeing any of his canvasses. (He implied. .f 
painting, not house painting). He was a • batchelor, 1 g 
a married sister in Brooklyn. He travelled, he said, 
pursuing his Lovecraft hobby. How he financed it, I nyer understood,. 
He waxed profusely when he talked about the Massachusetts co _ ~ 
towns he visited, towns HPL also visited; but Jack warned me y 
disappearing under the impact of realty development and advised me .a. . 
to see them before they had completely vanished.

'We spoke briefly, I am certain, of the Lovecraft graffiti anec
dote, because I complained that Loveman never gave me a courtesy 01 
a reply to my letter on it. Jack then gave me a second, and new, 
address of another book store where Loveman clerked, suggesting tha , _ 
try him again. .

After his visit and we had resumed our correspondence, I began 
to understand another facet of his make-up. "In my past letters 11 1 
made discussions too familiar or friendly, he had had the tendency 
to clam up, to draw into a protective shell. Seeing him personally 
convinced me he was basically an introverted type. Perhaps his her
mit-like batchelorhood had something to do with it.

r

"Dear George - I’m back at the barracks. Balto is very nice. 
I enjoyed Balto. I had a most delightful time talking of HPL_among 
others & yr comments were most vivid....You may remember during my 
visit I spoke of a copy of Fitz-James O’Brien. Well, I regret I am 
unable to find this book for you.;. Be: germ ideas for HP Necro
nomicon,’see the intro and biblio, ’The Works of Geber’ by E.J. ।
Holmyard, London 192$. Sincerely, Jack."

Eventually he found the Obrien brook and made me a gift of it 
along with a first edition copy of THE YELLCW WALL PAPER. For some 
unknown reason, I only made a cursory attempt to located the uebei 
book: I leave this research gem to others.
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"Dear George - Your letters telling me of the plans for a sympos
ium has interested me greatly. I thank you for your gracious express
ion that I might be a contributor. It would certainly be a real 
pleasure to do so. ... You’ll note in Ron Smith’s ' INSIDE that Lin 
Carter credits me with research in his article HPL: THE BOOKS. It 
was simply a mass of biblio & biographical matter etc. I secured 
from my personal library & other sources"that Carter knew nothing a- 

„ bout; I supplied all data listed on p.48, Oct 57 [of INSIDE] much 
fuller, much else besides. I claim no credit as an author but the 
^uy Carter never sent me a card. Research writers of weird & fantasy 
fiction as distinguished from s-f are rare these days...”

Jack followed the above with a postcript. on another page: 
"There recently came into my hands a papercovered booklet made by HPL 
(c.1897-8) and it is called: ’The Illustrated Scripture History for 
the Young.’ The cover is printed in HP’s own hand? On the cover it 
says-’Library of HP’Lovecraft (Creation, vision of Jacob XXI, engrav
ings, reproductions, old fashion woodcuts.)’ The pictures are half- 
naked or all naked. Joy to the artist^ On the back cover it says 
1859-65 which I suppose means the time of the actual publication of 
the wood cuts. On back of cover are scribblings in HP handwriting - 
in purple ink. He had printed: Library of HP Lovecraft Prov RI 
NO 18.3/144 Sine Libris Stueve. Price? Purchased? [?] due? etc. 
In this primteur. Part l-25c in 27 parts.”

’’November 6, 1957 - Dear George.. .Don’t fail to take Prov trip 
this Dec. & go up to Boston, Salem, Marblehead. It is sad to have 
the tesimony from all parts of our land'of the swallowing of our 
older towns & countrysides by industralism, highways and suburbia. 
Look now because soon they [sic] will be no more. Please remember me 
to your mother. All Best, Jackson [P.S.] Very busy painting flat.”

Between us, Jack and I solicited and obtained the majority of 
contributors to the FRESCO symposium issue on HPL. His reference, 
’’heard from Talman, no HPL article, Loveman’s engaged in writing 
memoires (extremely licentious) 35,000 words so far”, in a letter was 
to getting Talman and Loveman to submit a ms each; Loveman did, Talman 
also but many issues later.

’’Dear George - With much regret I find myself compelled to answer 
yr interesting letter from my sick bed, When I am better I hope to 
write more fully. At this time I have to state that I underwent head 
surgery. I think cutting off a bump of the noggin of a thick Dutman 
[sic] something of a major operation. However, I suppose there are 

* those who consider an operation on a struggling artist’s head a minor 
one. ...The Eddys told me HP got his aliases reading the odd names 
on old tombstones while wandering around old graveyards. Enclosing a 

* copy of a HP item dated 1899.’”

I never learned any more of the cranial operation Jhck underwent. 
...The remark about the HPL pen names used on A.J. works is interesting 
and the first time I ever heard of it as a source for ' ; same.
The 1899 letter from HPL’s grandfather follows and suggests some 
background of THE SILVER KEY:
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"Granite View, Feb. 20th, 1399 Dear HPL, I have just written 
to Lillie and as I have a few moments to spare I will tell you of 
some things that had happened in the last few days. There was a 
man drownded in Snake River 10 miles above us. Yesterday a large 
band of horses swam across the river in front of our house, and today 
we had three big fish for dinner that we caught.on the apron to the 
dam on the Bruneau. We also started up the mining plant today. .. 
I see a man out here that looked some like John Rath Bosse. Well you , 
see he looked like your picture and I imagined he had gotten strayed 
away out here. ... You must look after things while I am gone and 
don’t say a word about that tea. Ten shakes just the same. Gramp.'

Could that tea have been whsskey? Or whiskey mixed with tea?

There are a few more letters of which I dimly recall'but little. 
I know Jack and I discussed socialism, which I am against, but we 
never had words about the subject. He even tried'to convert me by 
loaning me some book by a see ialist named Veblin, I think.

After I had put together this sketch ofJack, I realized I Lad 
been viewing Lovecraft through Jack’s eyes. Jack had.once said,. I 
wish I was one of you writing fellows", little realizing.he was m 
his own way a writer, a letter writer. This feeling of inadequacy 
and diffidence manifested itself in his tacit refusal to pen something 
for the FRESCO Symposium. I once pondered suggesting a collaboration 
between us but desisted, knowing that such familiarity was.objection
able to him. Hasn’t Jack now attained the status of a writing 
fellow" with myself as his amanuensis?

George T. Wetzel, 18 Chatsworth, Rustertown MD 21136.

-oOo-

And so we conclude the third and last supplement to the Lovecraft 
tribute and with it, two years of Lovecraftian publications,
415 pages of words and pictures from many hands.

If ever we reenter the field’of the Cthulhu Mythos, in some distant 
day, with adequate resources, it would be our hope to establish a 
line’ of bohks, along the lines of Arkham House, to professionally 
publish the fiction of the new ' HPL generation, such writers as 
William Scott Home, Richard L. Tierney, Brian Lumley, J. Ramsey 
Campbell, Walter C. DeBill, Joseph Pumilia and many more who deserve 
a paying market for their works, and who have demonstrated that theii 
talent goes beyond pastiche and is capable.of.expanding the Lovecraft- M 
ian horror tale into a galaxy of fantasy fiction. ,

Meade & Penny Frierson 
3705 Woodvale Road 
Birmingham,AL 35223 
7403.24:1535

"That is not dead which can eternal lie.
And with strange eons even Death may die."

IN MEM OR I AM H P LOVECRAFT ESQ.


